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Characters

Michelle Carter-Chung – Transracial adoptee of East Asia heritage – age 
she looks a lot younger than she actually is (it’s those East Asian genes). Adopted in 
1985 
Mary Carter – Michelle’s adoptive Mother, English, white, died in her mid-eighties. 
Adopted Michelle late on in life. 

Betty Saddler  – Mary Carter’s Mother who died in her late eighties some thirty years 
ago (1898, 36 when she had Mary) 
Peter Courtney - Fiancé to Michelle. Mid to late forties 
Michael Findlay - Therapist  
 
Fei Yen  - Michelle’s birth mother dead (1979) b1939 had Michelle at 18 1957 
The Woman -  an official for the other realm -  age unknown and irrelevant 
Judge - Wu Guan Wang 

Suggested doubling 

The Woman/Judge 
Peter Courtney/Michael Findlay/Judge 
Mary Carter/The Prosecution 



PROLOGUE 
FEI YEN (EAST ASIAN female “old”) enters the auditorium, she walks through the space 
making her way to the stage. She takes out a small camping stove and sets up on 
stage, she begins to make dumplings. 

FEI YEN:[CANTONESE]  Yau Gui Sing Yu – Tsik, Hao Gong 
      

[ENGLISH]    There is a Chinese proverb- 
     ‘Eat first, talk later.’ 

FEI YEN gathers what she has been cooking into a large dish she offers the dumplings 
to members of the audience. MICHELLE (CARTER) CHUNG (British East Asian, female 
40s/50s) enters the space. The two women observe each other for a moment. 

[CANTONESE]    Ngor Sing loy, say lui tow sung 
[ENGLISH]    I awake from death and return to life. 

To the audience and those now eating 

Good, hah? 

MICHELLE: To be de-homed is an imposition of process and 
procedure. But to be without a home, without a 
cultural hearth, that is to be utterly alone. 

FEI YEN:[CANTONESE]   Chong you gai sing yu 
     [There is also another Chinese proverb] 

MICHELLE: When I stopped breathing in my native air, that's 
when the life I should have had was pulled out from 
underneath me.  

FEI YEN:[ENGLISH] Talk doesn’t cook rice. But it makes a good 
companion for any story. 

MICHELLE: That’s when the goodbye clock started ticking.  

FEI YEN:[ENGLISH] We’re all here for a good story aren’t we? 

MICHELLE: It's not about saying goodbye to what I should have 
had, it isn't about saying to hello to what I was going 
to get – That, 'goodbye' cast a permeant shadow over 
everything. I was re-labelled, re-packaged and sold 
as a 'blank slate.' 



Prologue 

Beat 

MICHELLE:(Cont’d) Blank slates aren't created from people or things 
that have an intrinsic perceived value. A blank slate 
is created from something or someone who is seen as 
worthless and disposable. 

FEI YEN:    When I can tell you my story and not break down/ 

MICHELLE: When I can tell you my story and not get angry/ 

FEI YEN: When I can talk to a complete stranger and not feel 
utterly alone/ 

MICHELLE: When I can talk to a fellow countryman or woman 
and not feel utterly worthless/ 

FEI YEN:    When I can simply sit and share my/ 

MICHELLE: When I can share my journey with another human-
being without feeling I’m being judged/ 

FEI YEN:    Only then can/ 

MICHELLE:    Only then will I/ 

MICHELLE/FEI YEN:   Be I ready to move on. 

MICHELLE turns away and leaves. FEI YEN observes. 

FEI YEN:[Cantonese ]  Yee Ging Tsik Gwor Uk Ge Tsin Choi  
     But Yu Lau Bo Tsik Ju Choi 

   [ENGLISH]   You’ve sampled the appetisers, on the house. 
    Stay for the main course.  

Bon appetite! 

FEI YEN packs up her things and disappears. 



ACT I 
SCENE ONE 

Each act locates itself in reality and simple, modernised version of one of ten Chinese 
courts of Hell. Hell is a white space, internal or external. Domestic or corporate, 
public or private, depending on the Hell that you find yourself in. Hell, is a state of 
suffering. Inhabited by the dead who are “expiating their sins” before, hopefully, 
going to heaven. They suffer mental anguish, torment, torture, misery, affliction, 
agony, woe. It is an ordeal. A waking nightmare between realms, between death and 
life. 

FEI YEN: 
(Directly to the audience) 
     Still here, I see. 

Projected title appears: TAKING TEA IN HELL 

FEI YEN:    Or the Five Flavoured Tea of Forgetfulness. 
I think we’ve all experienced those moments when 
forgetfulness would have been better than memory. 

FEI YEN and MARY CARTER (English white, late fifties early sixties) are seated in a 
"waiting" room. Very modernist, spartan, pure white. In front of each of them are is 
a traditional Chinese tea pot and a China tea cup. 

FEI YEN:    This is different 

She pours some tea but does not drink 

MARY:     I wouldn't know. 

Awkward pause. Mary suspiciously looks at the tea in front of her, then copies FEI 
YEN and pours, but does not drink. 

FEI YEN:    I never thought, it would be so . . . pleasant/  
  
MARY: Sotto voce   Ridiculous! 

FEI YEN:    You really have no idea, do you. 

Beat 
    And there was I, having been taught that The    

     West had all the answers. It was bigger, 
    smarter and richer – 



Scene 1 
    
MARY: I really don’t understand, why I’m stuck here with 

you. Where am I? 

FEI YEN:    You're/ 

MARY: I'd rather not "talk" to you anymore. Can I call 
someone for you – a doctor? 

FEI YEN:[Cantonese] Ngor Ng Sui Yiu Yee Sun 
 [I don’t need a doctor]  

MARY: English please! 

FEI YEN: [English]                        I'm like you/ 

MARY:     I beg your pardon! You’re nothing like me! 

FEI YEN: Laughs 

MARY moves to sit further away from FEI YEN taking her tea with her 

The sooner you come to terms with your situation, 
the easier it will be. I wasn't expecting it to be quite 
so - life-like. 

MARY: Stop. I don't talk to mentally deranged people. 

Pause 

FEI YEN:    I know all about you. 

Beat 

I've seen your records. 

MARY:     What do you mean, "you've seen my records?" 
Has no one hear of the Data protection act!  

FEI YEN:    I thought you weren't talking to me anymore? 

MARY:     I'm not . . . 

FEI YEN: You've got a unique way of doing things.  



Scene 1 

FEI YEN:(Cont’d) 
(Directly to the audience) Not talking by talking – like the art of fighting 

without fighting 

MARY:  

Mary clocks that FEI YEN is talking to someone else but sees only herself and FEI YEN 
in the room.     

Where is everybody? 

FEI YEN:    Just passing through, mostly. Others stay/ 

MARY:     What is this place? 

FEI YEN: You pose a very interesting question. This is the 
place everyone ends up in, eventually. 

(Directly to the audience)  And that includes every one of you. 

MARY:     Are you incapable of answering a simple    
    question? Or is it that you are actually stupid? 

FEI YEN:    If you'd just listen to me and let/ 

MARY: Stop talking to me! I don't know you.  

FEI YEN: (directly to the audience)  
 That’s the trouble so much noise, too much  
 chatter everyone’s talking but does anyone  
 really listen 

Beat 

FEI YEN:     We're both stuck here for however long they see   
     fit. 

Pause 

Why don't you have a sip of tea, that might help to 
calm you down 

MARY:     I don't need to calm down. I need to get out of   
     here. I need answers/ 



Scene 1 

FEI YEN:[CANTONESE]  Yun Yun Do Tung nLei Tat Yeung 
[English to the audience]  Don’t we all! 

MARY:     What was that? 

FEI YEN:     
(Directly to the audience)  What was I just saying – 
(To Mary)     I was just agreeing with you/ 

MARY:  Irritated  Why do you keep talking to the empty space? 
     There’s no one there you know 

FEI YEN:  Winks     
(Directly to the audience)  Just because you can’t see something doesn’t mean 
     It’s not there/ 

MARY:     Why don't you go over there and stay there. 
I'll move over here out of your way. . . 

FEI YEN:    There really is no point in getting so worked up. 
it down. Enjoy the silence and have some tea. 

(Directly to the audience)   I know I shouldn’t, but she really is rather irritating 
(To Mary)    Seeing with ones own eyes is preferable to a    
     rumour, I ache to be free -  

MARY Sniffs and takes a sip of tea immediately MARY's demeanour changes 

FEI YEN:     
(To Mary)    Feeling better, are we? 

MARY:     I beg your pardon how rude of me.  
     I'm Mary Carter. 

She offers FEI YEN her hand. FEI YEN accepts they shake 

FEI YEN: 
(Directly to the audience)  This is going to be so much fun! 
(To Mary)    How do you do Mrs. Carter. 
     
MARY:     Have we met before? / 

FEI YEN:    It's your ring/ 



Scene 1 

MARY:     Silly me - of course. 

Pause 
When we applied for the adoption court order, 
I never thought it would be so hard. 

FEI YEN:    Hard? 

MARY:     You take a baby, they know nothing. 
     It should be easy. After all a Mother is a Mother, 

isn't she? 

FEI YEN:  
(Directly to the audience) Here she is, sitting next to me, complaining about 

how hard it was to become a mother.  
  
 As small as she was, my daughter had all her vital 

organs . . . when I placed her on that cold stone 
stairwell, I thought I was sending her to a better life, 
a better home. 

MARY:     They handed me this exquisite bundle, of red    
     silk. It’ what the Chinese call, a happy coat/ 

FEI YEN:  Feigned ignorance  Gosh, you learn something new every day! 
(Directly to the audience) Happy coats or HAPPI coats are actually Japanese. 

Made from cotton imprinted with a mon (family 
crest) Worn during festivals and celebrations. 

     
MARY: And there she was. My daughter. this tiny bundle 

with dark piercing eyes. That look in her eye. It 
there even at such a young age. 

FEI YEN: I talk much but arrive nowhere. I might as well be 
climbing a tree to catch a fish! 

MARY's demeanour changes 

MARY:     What are you doing? 

FEI YEN: Nothing, the question is what are you going to do? 

MARY: It’s just not good enough! I can't be expected to 
hang about here. Who's in charge? I demand answers! 



Scene 1 

FEI YEN: 
(Directly to the audience) We demand answers to impossible questions. We 

take what is in front of us for granted and then we 
mourn when lose those things. 

MARY storms off first in the wrong the direction and then exits with purpose in the 
opposite direction. FEI YEN watches with amusement. THE WOMAN walks in and 
starts clearing away the tea things. 

THE WOMAN:    Curious, she drank the tea. 

FEI YEN:    Only a sip 

THE WOMAN:    Of course, this had nothing to do with you. 

FEI YEN: 
(Directly to the audience)  Ssssh      
(To The Woman)    I wasn't really paying attention -  

THE WOMAN:    How do you know, she only took a sip? 

FEI YEN:    You know how people are when they get here. 

THE WOMAN: I remember the state you were in when you arrived. 
Would it have been too much for you to actually help 
that poor woman? 

FEI YEN:    “Poor woman” hardly. No one helped me/ 

THE WOMAN: Just because no one helped you, is not reason 
enough, not to help them. No wonder you're still 
here. 

FEI YEN:    Don’t keep reminding me. 

THE WOMAN: Jump to it. I can’t have you making my waiting room 
look untidy! 

FEI YEN:    Do I have to, it's just/ 

THE WOMAN:    You can't stay here forever. 
     It’s time you put things in order. 

FEI YEN:(To the audience) Don’t you find It irritating being told 



Scene 1 

FEI YEN:(Cont’d) what to do - especially if they’re right! 

(To The Woman) Why can't I just stay here? 

THE WOMAN:    You know exactly why you can’t, Mrs. Yen. 

FEI YEN:     Are you sure we’ve never met before? 

THE WOMAN    I'll be back in five minutes by which time you    
     will have gone. 

THE WOMAN walks out with the tea things 

FEI YEN:    How did it come to this? 



SCENE TWO 

MICHELLE is busy packing boxes, in an empty, old house. MICHELLE walks in and out of 
the room carrying bits and pieces and places them next to a pile of boxes, screwed up 
newspaper and bubble wrap. Upstage left is an old-fashioned full-length dressing 
mirror. In the mirror an older English Woman appears MARY. 

Projected title appears: MAGIC MIRROR OF RETRIBUTION 

FEI YEN:    Or hell is where the heart is. 
We make our own hells mistake by mistake. We 
compound the grief because we’re too stubborn -  

       
MARY: What are you doing here? What have you done with 

my beautiful furniture? 

MICHELLE:    Nick knacks . . . 

Pause 

Why are they called, nick knacks? 

MICHELLE continues to walk in and out carrying ornaments, small boxes, bags 

MARY: Who gave you permission to touch my personal 
things?! 

MICHELLE starts to wrap and pack away ornaments 

You disappear without so much as a please and thank 
you! Then you turn up, like the proverbial bad 
penny! Touching, snooping, going through my things, 
without even so much as a please or thank you! 

MICHELLE drops an ornament it shatters 

MICHELLE:    Don't you hate it, when that happens! 

Looks at the mirror 
     I could have sworn I covered that mirror 

MICHELLE walks towards the mirror and starts to inspect it, she turns away from her 
own reflection and when she turns back MICHELLE is looking directly into her own 
reflection which momentarily appears as MARY. 

Shit and derision! 



Scene 2 

MARY's reflection vanishes leaving MICHELLE staring at herself. 

MICHELLE:(Cont’d)   Jumping at my own reflection! 

MARY:     Sign of guilt! 

MICHELLE stands there staring at herself/MARY. MICHELLE walks round the back of 
the mirror. And then out to the front. MICHELLE stands in front of the mirror again 
looking at her own reflection/MARY. 

MICHELLE:    First sign of madness talking to yourself. 
Second sign of madness . . . 
Is there a second sign to madness? 

MICHELLE caries on with her tasks and walks away 

MARY:     Are you listening to me? 

MICHELLE comes back into the room with box full of stuff and sits on the boxes using 
them as a make shift sofa. She stares at the mirror. Looking at her own reflection. 
MARY watches her. 

MICHELLE:    Never thought I'd see the inside of this place    
     again. What was I thinking   

Open the cellar and ... 

MARY:     I should have kept you down there/ 

MICHELLE:    Let the light in/ 

MARY:     Spare the rod, spoil the child. 

MICHELLE:    I could finally draw a line. Place that full stop/ 

MARY: You don't place a full stop! A grown woman and  
 you have no grammatical sense! You looked so 

perfect, butter wouldn’t melt. You were the perfect 
baby, quiet, slept right through, not too clingy. Why 
couldn’t you have stayed that way. Those eyes of 
yours, defiant! And the endless questions 

MICHELLE gets up and continues to walk about picking up bits and pieces and placing 
them into the boxes. She walks back into the room carrying a complete works of 
Shakespeare. 



Scene 2 

MICHELLE:   
Looking at the book. 

The only thing we had in common/ 

MARY:  Snorts   How sharper than a serpent's tooth it is 
To have a thankless child! We’d have had a lot   

 more in common if you’d just done as you were   
 told, not opened your mouth, kept your head    
 down 

MICHELLE:    Wonder what my therapist would say  

MARY: Nellie knew someone, claimed they could talk to/ 
Godless nonsense! 

Pause 
They didn’t warn me that Chinese girls were prone 
to mentally instability. I'd have never have adopted 
you. All that touchy-feely nonsense. Your Mother 
abandoned you, get over it. You got a better home, a 
better life. Whining and whinging about identity and 
roots! Nobody cares, move on. As long as you have 
money. Your "therapist" can’t be that good. If he had 
any sense, he’d have committed you. Knock some 
sense into. 

MICHELLE: All those years and all I want is an old-fashioned 
desk-  

MARY:     What was that?! 

MICHELLE: I wonder where Donald was. Number one, genetic off 
spring, heir apparent.  

MARY:     How dare you talk about my son! 

MICHELLE:    Hope I get a better send off. 

MARY:     Speak up! 

MICHELLE:    A few distant relatives circling for the will,    
     vultures all of them. If that’s what a really family   
     is/ 



Scene 2 

MICHELLE:    A few distant relatives circling for the will,    
     vultures all of them. If that’s what a really family   
     is/ 

MARY:     No one has time for a mumbler! 

MICHELLE uncovers a few Kodak brownie pictures of her as a child. MICHELLE rolls 
her eyes. 

MARY:     Don't you roll your eyes at me! 

MICHELLE:     
(Looking at photograph portrait of Mary) 

You would have been better off in the Victorian or 
Edwardian era . . . 

MARY: Cheeky monkey! The 'haves' made merry on the 
broken backs of people like my mother, working hard 
all her lives, for what? 
Dignity without brass? No such thing!  
Why shouldn't I have some of that? If you want 
summit, you have to make sacrifices. I got the home, 
the security, the family and the status I always 
yearned for. I may have lost out on popularity and 
friends, both over-rated if you ask me. People never 
cease to disappoint me. This was my chance at 
redemption. 

Beat 
I gave you everything you could ever have wanted. 
Clothes, food, a home. A name. And you threw it all 
back in my face. You grew up, kicking and fussing. 
About nonsense, wanting to find your true identity, 
understanding your birth culture, why were you 
being excluded? If you'd stopped slouching and 
mumbling maybe you wouldn't have been ignored! 

MICHELLE: 
Her mobile goes off   Hello . . . speaking . . .Hi, yes that’s right . . . 

It's an old writing desk, a bit bulky . . . 

MARY: “Hi” - what have things come to! You leave my 
 desk right there! You have no right, putting your 
 smutty hands all over my furniture. 



Scene 2  

MICHELLE:    No real value/ 

MARY:     No real value! How dare you! 
That was a very expensive piece. Top of the range/ 

MICHELLE:    Everything else is hideous!  

MARY:     Philistine! 

MICHELLE: Yes, you could say that . . . OK someone will let you 
in tomorrow. Thanks. 

Puts her mobile in her pocket. 

MARY:     Michelle Carter! 

MICHELLE freezes, looks around and then continues going about her business. 

MICHELLE:    Michelle Carter, I haven't gone by that     
     name since -  
Laughs. Pause 

Everyone pretended I was part of the family. But I 
wasn’t. This was never my home. It was just a place 
where I ate and slept. Carter, that was never me/ 

MARY:     How dare you! Ungrateful/ 

MICHELLE: When I changed my name back to Chung, it was  -  
 like a weight had be lifted of my back 

MICHELLE continues to pack away the remaining ornaments. The last item she 
handles is an ugly vase. MICHELLE turns her back. 

MARY:     Don't you turn your back on me. 

MICHELLE: 

The vase falls 
I never did like that thing. 

MICHELLE throws a dust sheet over the mirror, picks up a couple of boxes 

MARY:     Don't you walk away from me! 



Scene 2 

MICHELLE turns and walks towards the door. 

Come back this instant! 

MICHELLE turns back and looks at the empty room. She turns the light off, opens the 
door and leaves.  

BLACKOUT 



SCENE THREE 

Projected title: MAGIC MIRROR OR RETRIBUTION 

FEI YEN:    Or hell is where the heart is. 

MICHELLE stands by a grave. We get a sense that there are other people there. 

MICHELLE:    Hate funerals! 

FEI YEN stands looks up to the heavens. She turns to the audience and addresses 
them directly. 

FEI YEN:    I should have buried her. 

VOICE OF PRIEST:   Dearly beloved, we are gathered here today... 

MICHELLE:    The only time I ever think about 'family'/ 

FEI YEN:    How does a mother mourn for the child that she   
     lost? 

MICHELLE: Families come together, they reminisce about a life 
gone. Exchange stories and anecdotes of how little 

     Emily was so like her mother, or had her    
     grandfather’s frown.  

FEI YEN:[Cantonese]  Ngor Ho Siu Wuui Hui Num Fan Gwor Hui/ 
FEI YEN:[English]   I seldom think about my past/ 

VOICE OF PRIEST: For as much as it hath pleased Almighty God of his 
great mercy to take unto himself the soul of our dear 
Sister... 

MICHELLE:    I wonder about a past I never had/ 

VOICE OF PRIEST:   ...earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust... 

FEI YEN: Grieving for a daughter that has no grave. Do you 
think she was a happy child? 

VOICE OF PRIEST: ...in sure and certain hope of the Resurrection to 
eternal life/ 

MICHELLE:    Neither happy nor sad. 



Scene 3 

FEI YEN    Sounds more sad than happy. 

MICHELLE:    Cardboard sliding, tree climbing, fishing for    
     minnows/ 

FEI YEN:    To eat? 

MICHELLE: Placing them in jam-jars, tied with string. Building 
dams, riding tyre swings. Blackberry picking . . . 

FEI YEN:    For fun? 

MICHELLE:    Stuffing myself with fruit I’d picked/ 

FEI YEN:    Catching minnows for fun? 

MICHELLE: Tongue chasing the berry blood dripping down my 
chin/ 

FEI YEN:    What a waste. 

Beat 
What kind of people where they? The ones that took 
you away? 

MICHELLE:     
Looking at the grave 

Orphaned for a second time. How many times    
 can one person lose everything they never had?   

FEI YEN:[Cantonese]  nLei Tsong Dim Ah? 
FEI YEN:[English]   What do you wish? 

MICHELLE:    I wish that I had never been found. That my    
     disconnected body and soul had been left  
Pause 

That I could see my real Mother, look into her eyes, 
touch her face - 

MICHELLE picks up some dirt and throws into the grave and exits. 

FEI YEN:[Cantonese]  Ngor Tsung Ng Geen Tjur Gor gor Nui King    
     Gai. 
FEI YEN:[English]   I wish I could talk to the daughter I lost - 
Scene 3 



Pause 
MICHELLE looks intently at hole in the ground. She picks up some dirt and throws it 
onto the grave and then exits. 

Note the following two scenes should be staged to run concurrently with overlapping and interlocking dialogue a live version of a 
split screen. 



SCENE FOUR      SCENE FIVE 

Stage left Michelle’s flat    Stage right the white “waiting room.” 
Minimal, modern with touches of  Fei Yen is seated looking through a  
antique East Asian art. A large flat  window at Michelle -  she sees and  
TV screen which is being used as    hears what Michelle does. 
A monitor for a Skype call, PETER   
COURTNEY’s face looms large 

Projected Title: Avīci

FEI YEN: This is the hell realm, into which the dead who have committed 
grave misdeeds may be reborn.

FEI YEN:  Or one of the great 
 

MICHELLE: You’re early  

PETER: Sorry darling. How was it?  FEI YEN watches MICHELLE and    
       PETER. 

MICHELLE: How was what? 
          
PETER: The funeral, Michu/  
         
MICHELLE: Oh, that.    Images of Hong Kong appear on the 

PETER: Yes, “that.”    White walls surrounding FEI YEN 
       a combination of these YouTube    
       clips 
Pause  
  Well?     [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

PO1xxClCGfA] 
MICHELLE: What do you want me to   [https://youtu.be/d67o08aESdk] 
  say, Peter?    [ https://youtu.be/VlYqOkK1Jxo]

PETER: Darling, don’t be like that/ [ https://youtu.be/krxyzPZ20y4]

MICHELLE: Like what? [ https://youtu.be/VAH44rgFp1U]

PETER: I  know things weren’t too [ https://youtu.be/bTKhweCOnbU]
good between you and your/ [ https://youtu.be/9O0Xh3flMGE] 

MICHELLE: I left that house and every  [ https://youtu.be/dRzlklz9sjo]

https://youtu.be/VlYqOkK1Jxo
https://youtu.be/krxyzPZ20y4
https://youtu.be/VAH44rgFp1U
https://youtu.be/bTKhweCOnbU
https://youtu.be/9O0Xh3flMGE
https://youtu.be/dRzlklz9sjo


Scene 4 Scene 5
MICHELLE: thing in it when I was sixteen, 

before I was kicked out.

MICHELLE:
I haven’t looked back since FEI YEN: They say when children 
I wasn’t the malleable child travel far from home,
she’d hoped she’d be able to Mothers never stop 
convert  into the child she dreamed Worrying. She thinks it was 
of having. Easy for me to leave her?

  
PETER: I’m sorry/ I had to walk away, I had to 

turn my back on my own child,
my flesh, my blood. 

 
MICHELLE: Why are you sorry? I could have been selfish. I
Silence could have kept her. 

I could have hugged her
and never let her go. How long 
would she have scratch at life a 
day, a week? Joining all the other
young souls. I would have murderd

PETER: Look what do you say to a swanky my own child.
 dinner tomorrow, my treat.
 You can pick the restaurant How can a mother choose

Beat between death and loss?

MICHELLE: Sure What choice is that?

PETER: We have plans to make, It’s a double death 
 a date to pick, a venue, where sentence. How was I to 
 to go for the honey/ know that they would send

you so far away.
MICHELLE: Ex-act-ly Give you to the Gwei Los

PETER: You also need to work out when FEI YEN continues to
  You’re going to hand in your notice watch Michelle and Peter

MICHELLE: You’ve got it all mapped out, 
    haven’t you Peter. Like you
    mapped me out. 

PETER: Someone has to take the lead/
  What’s the matter, darling?

MICHELLE: God I’ve been so stupid! FEI YEN:

PETER; Don’t put yourself down,,Michu

MICHELLE: No why should I when I’ve got you,
Peter to do It for me. 
Why do I have to give up my career?



Scene 4 Scene 5

FEI YEN:
Why is it always the woman have 
who gives up – everything?

 
PETER: Michu, you can’t really compare your graphic

 work, to me being a QC in one of the oldest
 and most prestigious/

MICHELLE: I’m not “comparing.” Why can’t we 
        both have our own careers?

PETER: But darling, who’s going to look I want her to know that 
 after our kids? leaving her, knowing she 

had been sent away
MICHELLE: Kids?! Altered my very being, 

forever.
PETER: That’s what married people do  I didn’t want to leave her

  They wed, set up home, start a I wanted only to love and
  family/ protect her. To give her the

beautiful life she deserved.

MICHELLE: We should sit down and talk She needs to know how 
        first - I don’t know how I feel              I loved her, how much I still
        about having children I’m not love her.
        twenty anymore and neither are you/

PETER:       Given your history, I assumed.  I was a frightened young
        you’d want a family of your own mother, with no money, no

family for support. No one 
MICHELLE:  Well you assumed wrong/ offered me any hope that I 

might raise my child.
PETER:        Michu, I know that’s what you want That she might not die, on 

         Deep down even if you won’t admit it a Hong Kong street, like so
Scene 4 Scene 5

FEI YEN: many others before - 

MICHELLE:  What was I thinking all this time?

         I don’t think this is going to work I want her to know that if 
         could change that day – 

PETER:        I see/ The day I left you, 
I lost part of myself, I can

Silence             cope with he loss - just
I want her to know I am

MICHELLE: Say something then not a criminal.  
        Shout, lose your temper - Through my blinding grief  

I picked the stairwell with
care. One that was busy



FEI YEN:
PETER:       To what end, Michu? One where she would be

found. How could I 

MICHELLE:  Anything rather than nothing/ have known the depth of

PETER: It was you who wanted to get married             the bond I had with my
You who wanted to settle down first child? After she was
You who… born I held her, kissed her,

                                                                                       hugged her and never
MICHELLE: Stop! Don’t twist this round Only after I had – 

You’re not in a court of law - this I feel the overwhelming 
is me, Michelle. Who pursued who?
I warned you a relationship with me would
be complicated. But you just couldn’t
take no, you re so used to always being
the winner.

PETER: What do you want me to say Michu?  unconditional love. But 
                                       she was gone and I didn’t
                                                                                  know how to get her back.
MICHELLE: I don’t want you to say’ anything. 
              Just be truthful? When you found me,  My love for her is the one
              you found someone even more damaged
              than yourself. Someone even more lost
              Someone as identityless & as culturally

  dislocated and dysfunctional as you. And absolute truth of my life.

MICHELLE: FEI YEN:
   what? That by fixing me, by projecting Such feelings don’t fade
   on to me you’d heal thyself? overtime -  I had for more

PETER: I’m not broken! I know exactly who I am. children after /
              I’m one of the top/ I wanted them -  my aunts,
Scene 4 Scene 5

FEI YEN:
MICHELLE: You think that because they let you
                    into the golf club, you lunch in

        long room, play cricket, tennis and can uncles, cousins to know I 
        ride that ‘they’ accept you? Anymore had another child.
        than the bigwigs in Chinatown accept you,
        The foreign devil lawyer who understands 
        only English and can barely hold a pair of

                    chopsticks!

PETER:        That’s a a bit harsh Michu.

MICHELLE: Peter you were the one always banging on
                    about picket fences, two point four 

       children, the car in the drive way. That My children deserved to
       was your dream Peter. And if we’re know her, to share in her 
       brutally honest, your way of belonging
       to a society that doesn’t do hyphenated



Scene 4 Scene 5
MICHELLE

       heritage. That still can only just about
       diversity as long as it doesn’t stray to far
       from the Eurocentric, white Western path.

MICHELLE:
You could become the next Lord Chief 
Justice and you’d still be like me an outcast
from both worlds.

FEI YEN: love and her in theirs.
What kind of monster 

PETER: Don’t hold back/ deprives her own children,
 her won child of that love?

MICHELLE: This isn’t funny Peter
 

PETER:        Lets have dinner at I deserve to know my child,
        Chrysanthemums    and she me. 

                 and we can chat over your   I don’t have the right to 
       favourite gyoza and sticky  call her my daughter, but what 

                 rice  –                                   other word, expresses the closeness,   
     Pause      the importance, the bond that I will 
       Always have with her.            
I’ll pick you up at seven please  
         be ready       

MICHELLE:Peter/     She is angry with me I. 

Peter’s face freezes on the screen  know – I couldn’t promise 

MICHELLE: Peter?!    her a tomorrow – so I made a 

MICHELLE:     FEI YEN: 
      decision –  
Shit! Shit! Shit!             When we are born, we cry 
Michelle buries her head    we cry and the world  
in her hands     Rejoices. When we die  
      we rejoice and the  
      world cries. 

Slowly Fei Yen’s disappears and we are left watching Michelle as she sits head in hands with Peter’s 
face frozen on the screen



SCENE SIX 

Projected title: TORTURE BY MINCING MACHINE 

FEI YEN:  Or guilty of filial disrespect 

The white waiting room. Not as Spartan as the first time we encountered this space. 
There is now a white sofa as well as the white chairs and table. MARY is already in 
the room sitting in a corner 
BETTY SUGGDEN (White, English, 70s) is escorted in to the waiting room by THE 
WOMAN.  

THE WOMAN:    You don’t have long 

The Woman exits 

BETTY:     Well this is a fine to do isn’t it! 

MARY:     Who’s there? 

BETTY:    Should have known, you’d be here/ 

MARY:     Who said that? 
    Mother? 

Mary stands up looking in the direction that voice has come from 

MARY:     Mother?! 

BETTY:    Aye/ 

MARY:     Who said that? 

Mary starts to pace back and forth. 
Mary cautiously approaches BETTY and stands a discreet distance away 

BETTY:    Well this is a fine to do! 

MARY:     Is that really you? 

BETTY:    Aye lass. 

Pause 

MARY:     Am I dead? 



Scene 6 

BETTY:    Oh, give over! Take the weight of and have a pew.  
     Never been one for standing on ceremony,  
     especially when there’s a perfectly good    
     seat to be had –  

BETTY pats the seat next to her. MARY tentatively accepts the invitation and perches 
on the edge of the seat. The two women look at each other. MARY can’t help staring 
her mouth falls open. 

BETTY: For heaven's sake stop gawping like a    
flayed* fly catcher!    

MARY reluctantly does as she is told 
*Flayed Yorkshire for frightened

  What has thee gone and done? 

MARY:     Mam – it really is you/ 

BETTY     Have thee more than one mother? 

BETTY chuckles 
What ails thee?  

MARY:     You're dead! 

BETTY:    Now you’re just being mardy*! 
Tell me summit I don't know! 

*Mardy: Whining, bad-tempered

MARY:     What are you doing here?! 

BETTY:    I could ask thee the same. 

MARY:     I asked first! 

BETTY:    What are thee, a bairn? 

Pause 
I were middlin*, suddenly without a by  
your leave, I'm catapulted down here. 

*Moderate, fair 

     SHE doesn’t take to trouble makers/ 



Scene 6 

MARY:     You’re addled/ 

BETTY:    Of course I'm addled! 
Wouldn’t you be! Dumped in an auld people's home 
and left? 

Beat 
     Only one out of family came regular to visit, and   
     she wasn't even me ain' flesh and blood! 

Pause 

MARY: It was just so difficult to find the time -  
     What do you mean, the only one out of the    
     family/
Beat 

BETTY:    You came out higgledepigeldy. 
There was a felted** dark restlessness in thee. 
Never satisfied, always chasing after more. 
Maybes that's what happens when you lose so many 
bairns. Eventually the spice runs out and there's 
nowt left but sour. 

**Felted Yorkshire for hidden 

MARY:     That’s a horrible thing to say/ 

BETTY:    Truth has sharp teeth. 

MARY:      You never loved me/ 
     Always pinning for the runts, that you’d lost! 

I was the one that survived. I was there, in front   
 of you. Yet you hated me. 

  
BETTY:    I never hated thee -  

Beat 
A Mother can’t always love all her children/  

MARY:     I just wanted you to love one 

BETTY:    I just never took to thee. 

Silence -  pause 



Scene 6 

MARY: I wasn't going to live my life bobbing at the knee for 
others. 

BETTY: I didn’t raise thee to have Champaign tastes on a 
lemonade income! 

MARY: You weren’t going to love me then I’d better myself. 
I’d make you see me, I’d force you to be proud of 
me

BETTY:    You were always brussen*** 
As a child there was a ruthless, loveless, cruelty 
within thee. 

*** Brussen bad, bad natured 

MARY: I wasn’t going to eat other people's scraps and 
insults/

BETTY: I'm your Mother. Can’t change that.  
I will always love you in my own way. 

Beat 
     There's just a different metal in thee. 

Should have said no, more to thee.   
That's my sin. 

MARY:     And what was my “sin”?  
      
BETTY:                                        I’m saying this it’s long overdue.  

You weren’t an easy child. It were all most 
impossible for anyone tae be fond of thee/ 

MARY: You could barely bring yourself to touch me/ 

BETTY: That were wrong of me. I wanted the best - I didn’t 
want thee to suffer / 

MARY: Lier/ 

Beat 

BETTY: I never hated thee - 
You chose your own path 



Scene 6 

MARY: If more of the others had survived would your love 
have been different?    

BETTY:    Lass that’s a question I cannae answer/ 

MARY:     The only thing I did wrong, was living 

BETTY:    Then, you've nowt to worrit about. 

Pause 

I’ll just say one thing/ 

MARY:     That'll be the day.  

BETTY: Whisht! 
I raised thee to be better, stop blaming all n’sundry, 
for your ain ills/ 

MARY:  I were a child, Mother! 

BETTY: Aye a flint hard, steel sharp child! Who grew up to 
be a cold money grabbing/ 

MARY:  Who’s fault was that! 
  
BETTY:  The comer-inners! 

Pause 
  Child did thee not understand we were the    

 comer-inners! 
Beat 
  Folks like what they know, what makes them feel   

 safe/ 

MARY:  Jesus killer! 
  That was my sin.  
Pause 

You thought I didn't know, didn’t hear your secret 
whispers/ 

BETTY:    I never lied, in my heart I never changed. I just   
     never said out loud. 



Scene 6 

MARY:     Hypocrite! 

BETTY:    It were for thy protection. 

MARY:     Nonsense/ 

BETTY:    You’ve been playing this tune ever since thee 
could walk. The piper's asking for his due. We had   

 our time. It's out of our hands, it's up t'judges    
 now/ 

MARY:     I don't have to sit here and listen to this/ 

BETTY:    Neither do I lass.  
I just wanted to see for me sen – 

MARY:     To say, "I told you so." 

BETTY: No, curious to see how thee turned out/ 

MARY:     Well? 

BETTY:    A mother can’t always love all of her children -  

MARY:      What does that mean? 

BETTY gets up and walks slowly towards the exit 

That's it, walk away! 
BETTY exits 

Dead, don’t be ridiculous, I’m a respectable god-  
 fearing woman! 



SCENE SEVEN 

Morning MICHELLE is seated on the top deck of a bus. She stares out of the window 
looking through her reflection. Slowly the reflection morphs into FEI YEN who 
appears to be seated next to MICHELLE. FEI YEN stretches out her hand to touch 
MICHELLE. MICHELLE shivers 

FEI YEN:    What did they teach you about China? 

MICHELLE: 

Speaking to herself and the phantom reflection 

     I wish I’d been taught stuff about China    
     when I was a kid/ 
Laughs 
  
FEI YEN:    How can this be? 

MICHELLE: I was four before I realised that I wasn't white.  
It was me and a local Indian restaurant. The only 
two, non-white things in the entire town.  
No one wanted the Chinese part of me - 

FEI YEN:    They say, 
"When children travel far from home, mothers never 
stop worrying." 

MICHELLE:    Did my birth Mother ever worry about me? 

FEI YEN:    Always. 

MICHELLE: Can’t have worried her that much. I was left on a 
bloody public stairwell/ 

FEI YEN:    She thinks leaving her was easy/ 

MICHELLE:    She abandoned me. 

FEI YEN:    I abandoned her, yes. But in order for her to be   
     found. 
     I could have been selfish, I could have kept her. 
     I would have hugged her and never let go – 
                                                  What then? 



Scene 7 

FEI YEN:(Cont’d) A day, a week, a month and she would have been 
gone. Joining all the other young souls -  
I would have killed my own daughter 

beat 
     How can a Mother, choose between life or death? 

What choice is that?  
A death sentence. Not just one, but two. 

MICHELLE: They flew me thousands of miles to the other side of 
the world into the arms of strangers/ 

FEI YEN: How was I to know they would send you away, give 
you to the gwei los/ 

MICHELLE: The Westerners that adopt me, are called foreign 
devils. 

MICHELLE: The transracial adoptee is forever the foreigner.   

FEI YEN: I want her to know that abandoning her, learning 
that she had been adopted, altered my very being, 
forever. I did not want to leave her. I wanted only to 
protect her. To love her, give her the beautiful life 
she deserved. She has to know how much I loved her. 
How much I still love her. I was a frightened young 
mother with no money. No home and no family for 
support. No one offered us any hope that I might be 
able to raise her. That she might not die, as so many 
other babies had died on the streets of Hong Kong. I 
want her to know, that if I could change that day, I 
would. I lost a part of myself when I left her. I can 
cope with that loss, just. But I also want her to know 
I am not a criminal. . . 
Through my blinding grief, I picked the stairwell with 
care. One that was busy. One where she would be 
found. I could not know the depth of love I would 
feel for her, my first child. The day she was born, I 
held her, talked to her, kissed her, hugged her and 
never wanted to be parted from her. It was only 
later that I felt it ... Over whelming unconditional 
love.  But she was gone. I couldn't get her back. I 
loved her so deeply.  
It is the one absolute truth of my life. 



Scene 7 

MICHELLE: I could have brothers and sisters running around 
Hong Kong and I’d be none the wiser 

  
FEI YEN: I had four surviving children since my first daughter. 

I wanted my children, my cousins,  
friends, aunts and Uncles to know that I had another 
child; my first child. My children deserve to know 
the truth and to know their sister and to share in her 
friendship and love. What kind of monster am I that I 
deprived them of my first beautiful child? You 
deserve to know me and I deserve a chance to know 
you! I know I don't have the right to call you my 
child. My daughter, but what other word 
expresses the closeness, the importance and the  

                       bond that you are and always will be to me? 

Beat 
                                                 She’s angry with me. 
Beat 

I could never find the right words, the right time. 
Weeks fell into months, months collapsed into years  

MICHELLE:    Who can promise me a tomorrow – 

FEI YEN: No one.  
So I made the most of each day. 
'When we are born, we cry, and the world    

 rejoices. When we die, we rejoice, and the world                     
Cries.’ We hope. 

THE WOMAN appears and in the reflection and sits next to FEI YEN 

THE WOMAN:    When I said you sort things out, I didn’t mean/ 
      
FEI YEN:    I just wanted to see the woman she had become/ 

THE WOMAN:    A work in progress, but she’ll get there. 

FEI YEN:    She looks so lost 

THE WOMAN:    Aren’t we all?    
You can’t stay down here – 

Relents It’s unlikely anyone will notice your absence. Sunset 
would be a good time to leave. Just behave/ 



Scene 7 

Relents It’s unlikely anyone will notice your absence. Sunset 
would be a good time to leave. 

 Just behave/ 

FEI YEN: I don’t know what you mean! 
I always behave myself 

THE WOMAN disappears leaving FEI YEN alone watching MICHELLE. FEI YEN stretches 
out her hand to touch MICHELLE. MICHELLE shivers, FEI YEN disappear, leaving 
MICHELLE staring at her own refection on the top deck of a double-decker bus. 
MICHELLE comes to realises she has missed her bus stop, she furiously rings the bell 

MICHELLE:    For fecks sake! 

BLACKOUT 



SCENE EIGHT 

Projected Title: THE LAKE OF BLOOD AND TORTURE  

FEI YEN:   Or The Hell of Family Ties. 

MICHELLE and THERAPIST in session 

MICHELLE:   Sorry I’m late - it’s not like me – 

THERAPIST:   What’s going on Michelle? 

MICHELLE:   What isn’t going on (laughs) –  

THERAPIST:   Would you like to expand on that? 

MICHELLE:   Not really, no 

Beat sighs 
I’m still anxious – 

THERAPIST:   About what? 

Pause 

MICHELLE:   The funeral came and went – without incident. 
    I’m still here, I cleared out the house. 

THERAPIST:   How does that make you feel?  
 

MICHELLE:   Like a weight has been lifted off my chest, 
    but now it’s hanging around my neck and I’m being    
    dragged down. 

  I’ve always known that I wasn’t wanted, wasn’t needed. 

THERAPIST:   Because you were abandoned? 

MICHELLE:   Partially, I guess -  I don’t know. I was told a lot of things   
    when I was a child that weren’t true. I believed a lot of   
    other things because I wanted to, because I was afraid   
    of the truth, because I just wanted to fit in, not to be   
    then one that was rocking the boat. 
Silence 



Scene 8 

MICHELLE:(Cont’d)  As I stood by the grave I realised that adoption is a silent   
    parallel existence. Living out an unknown destiny,  
    a silent parallel existence. Living out an unknown    
    destiny.  

THERAPIST:   Lets unpack that, what do you mean by “unknown” 
destiny. Aren’t we all heading towards a destiny that we 
can’t really know? 

MICHELLE: Being a transracial adoptee –  
It’s like a tree without roots.  

THERAPIST:   But don’t we build our own roots, create our own    
    histories? 

MICHELLE:   If only! I tried that, it doesn’t work. It’s like trying to   
    build on quicksand 

THERAPIST:   Enlighten me – 

MICHELLE:   A TRA/ 

THERAPIST:   Transracial adoptee? 

MICHELLE:   Yes, TRA – 
You’re learning about your life, backwards. I literally have 
now idea where I came from. How I fit into this 
world, this society. The woman that I buried, that I’m 
expected to morn -  I have no real connection to her -  
I don’t have the luxury of being able to dismiss my identity. 
I don’t have an identity to dismiss! I don’t see myself 
reflected back in society’s mirrors. I can’t look into the 
face of a relative and see some small part of myself there/ 

THERAPIST:   Why does that matter so much, why now? 

MICHELLE:   I’m not sure/ 

THERAPIST:   But you have a inkling/ 

MICHELLE:   I - I don’t know, what’s it to you, why are you pushing so   
    hard? 

THERAPIST:   It’s my job - personally I don’t give a shit. (Pause) 



Scene 8 

THERAPIST:(Cont’d)  As you’ve pointed people like me don’t have to worry   
    about such things. We can take our families, our    
    heritage for granted, we can ignore it or embrace it    
    because it’s there it’s part of who we are, but you 
    you’re this cuckoo child brought up with all the    
    privileges, expectations of being white only to learn    
    that you’re not what you were raised to be and when   
    you turn try to reconnect with what nature intended you  
    you find that door is closed as well 

MICHELLE:   Huh! 
    But it isn’t just a simple question of not knowing -  
    I mean you don’t need to question where you come from  
  

THERAPIST:   I don’t know about that, I’ve had doubts in the past -  

MICHELLE:   No I don’t -  
    You know who your immediate family are. Where they   
    came from. You know about your health history, most   
    people don’t think twice about such things. If you have   
    questions you ask uncle Fred or granny Daisy. Adoptees   
    can’t do that. It isn’t just your immediate family that’s   
    lost to you. You lose everything, every strand, every 

thread that connects you to your past. Your culture, even 
the ability to speak. Everything that makes you unique and 
yet the same. A transracial adoptee has none of those 
anchors. 

THERAPIST:   I’m sensing anger/ 

MICHELLE: Dam right I’m angry. I don’t know a single blood relative. 
I looked around at everyone at the funeral. Whether    

   they loved each other or hated each other. They were    
connected, they shared DNA, they were related. 

THERAPIST:   So, you were surrounded by your adoptive family -   

MICHELLE: I was alone. I’ve always been alone. I could have been in a 
sold out, Albert Hall and I would still be alone. 

Pause    They say you can’t miss what you’ve never had.  
    That’s utter crap! I miss not having a father and a    
    mother. Not being able to see, to touch – 



Scene 8 

THERAPIST: But you saw, touched your adoptive mother and father. 
 They’re the only family that you have ever known 

MICHELLE: Yesss 
  

THERAPIST: No? It seems somewhat fool hardy to pine away for 
something that you’ve never had. 

Silence 
Let’s backtrack Michelle. You touched on the fact that 
you cleared out your mother’s house.  
That can’t have been easy. It’s brought back memories, 
feelings, emotions, that you probably haven’t had for many 
years -  

Beat 

    Funerals are huge triggers. So, for someone like you – 
    
Pause 

MICHELLE:   I often think about my birth mother, is that odd? 

THERAPIST: Odd, I don’t think so. Why do you think it’s odd? 

MICHELLE: I’m voiceless, homeless, soulless. Without identity, well an 
identity that people will accept. 

THERAPIST:    That’s not strictly true.  Michelle I’m worried that/ 

MICHELLE:   Therapy, that wasn’t my idea, did you know that? 

THERAPY:   No I didn’t/ 

MICHELLE:   Peter, my fiancé, he was very insistent. Thought it    
    would be good for me, seeing as we’ll be tying the knot   
    fairly soon/ 

THERAPIST:   Congratulations/ 

MICHELLE:   Yeah well, you might want to hold off on that for a    
    while/ 



THERAPIST:   Apologies I didn’t mean to/ 
Scene 8 

MICHELLE:   Peter’s probably right, about the therapy. 
          I’ve never spoken to anyone –  

 

THERAPIST:   So what happened when you cleared out the old family 
           home? 

MICHELLE:   Kept getting flashes of my adoptive mother. 
Standing there telling me off – 

THERAPIST:   Curious way to remember your Mother/ 

MICHELLE:   Adoptive Mother. 

THERAPIST:   That’s always puzzled me, Michelle, why do you refer to   
    your Mother as “adoptive,” she was the only Mother    
    you’ve ever known/ 

MICHELLE:   That’s what she was/ 

THERAPIST:   Harsh/ 

MICHELLE: Maybe. If there’d been an emotional connection -  

BLACKOUT 



SCENE NINE 

Split stage – MARY appears on the left sitting at the old desk  

MARY:I supported her THERAPIST:Isn't that what MICHELLE:A Mother’s love 
for eighteen long years! mother’s do?   is supposed to be  
     unconditional – 

Eating my food That’s part of being  I was once asked 
Keeping her warm at a mother, isn’t it?  whether as an adoptee I 
our expense       preferred life as an adoptee   
        or would I have wanted to   
        stay in the orphanage 
    Any bond has  to be  I wished I had been left at   
    worked at -   the orphanage 
        
        
I trained to be a teacher.  Mothers are human too. 
I’d be teaching maths, They make mistakes like 
science, history  everyone else  A mother can’t always    
        love all her children 
No I was stuck teaching         
art and music. That’s  That’s an interesting -  (laughs)  
all women were allowed I’d like to explore that 
to teach in my day   more if I may   All the time 

    Do you feel that Michelle   
    “belonged” to you/   
She was my child!      I was never hers, how can  
The one God told me to     can you claim ownership of a  
choose.       child, we’re not possessions 
     Because of the expense? 
    Were you ever made to 
    feel indebted, beholden  Not single day passed   
        when I was not reminded 
        prompted to be ‘grateful’   
        I was never allowed to forget 
The rich and idle 
go out and buy whatever 
they want. The rest of 
us it’s early mornings, 
sweat and elbow grease. Where does  



    Michelle figure in all of  
    this?     
Everyone said giving     I never understood why  
Scene 9 

MARY: (Cont’d)  THERAPIST: (Cont’d)  MICHELLE: (Cont’d)  

birth completes you.     they adopted. It’s not as 
Makes you a real a     if they couldn’t have  
woman.     children of their own  
     they couldn't have     

    kids/ 

Mother tried to tell 
me about married life 
 Understandable  
 Attitudes were different then 
I detested IT. Thought      They had one son 
I could keep him at     So why stop there? 
arms-length. If I      Why not have more? 
could have had.                Perhaps they tried and they 
children without.              couldn’t -  
doing IT I would have     She did much like 
had four maybe more.     either of us. 
That would have.              What makes you say that? 
completed me! Once 
was enough! I let him     She wasn’t very  
do IT a couple more.            demonstrative 
times, then banned.         Some people aren’t  
him from my bedroom.     Why did you do that? 
                                        After all you were 
                                        married/ 
How anyone thinks 
IT is enjoyable. I      She wanted me to 
just couldn’t - All     all the things she did 
that hot breath,     when she was a kid 
heavy, sweaty, messy     then got furious that I 
body weight, painfully     if I was better at those 
bearing down on me.     things, than her. 
He accused me of leading 
him on. Said I lied, that I 
was frigid, that I should      Many parents live 
talk to someone!                vicariously through their 
                                         children   
                                         Looking at from his   She wanted me to be 
                                         point of view, your                     a carbon copy of her 



MARY: (Cont’d) THERAPIST:(Cont’d)  MICHELLE: (Cont’d) 

                                          husband did/   that was never going 
I wasn’t going to talk     to happen, was it? 
to a stranger about.            Unlikely, but you could 
Scene 9 

intimate, private, things!    Have been similar  I wasn’t even close  
Have a stranger judge me      
for refusing to open my legs 
for my husband.                   Was it a registry or   
                                           Church marriage?                                       
Church of course!                 Sex is a natural 
                                           part of marriage/     

There is nothing 
natural about IT!  
If only he’d left me Why do you think 
Always wondered why 

that he stayed?   he stayed with her.  
         
I kept my side of the 
Bargain. I did my duty 
He stayed to spite me. 
To punish me.   That can’t have  A loveless, empty  
     been easy/   union. 

We spent the rest of       
our married lives apart      They stayed together 
I could hear him at night      for appearances 
Through the walls,         
disgusting. I did my duty      Can you marry some- 
I endured IT. In agony, I       for hate? 
bore him a son.           

 
When did I ever fit it to 
this family?  

         Michelle, isn’t even my 
         name. 
     You say that as if it was 
     a was duty? A pain -  
He had his son, what did  
I have, nothing except  
the shame and the pain? 
     You see giving birth 



Scene 9 

MARY:(Cont’d)   THERAPIST:(Cont’d)  MICHELLE: (Cont’d) 

     as shameful? Childbirth 
     is one of the most natural 
     things -  it’s part of life 
     Just as the mechanism for 
     procreation, sex is natural. 

I said why don’t we adopt. 

He was happy with that. 
A boy for him and girl for 
me.  
         I only asked her once 
         about where I’d come 
         from. I got slapped    
         across the face 
          
The perfect daughter 
        
         I was only six, if that 
The daughter I’d  
always dreamed of 
         I found out 
         much later, the only  
         reason I was adopted  
One child wasn’t enough 
Adoption was the solution 
An instant family without 
mess. No more sweaty 
groping hands all over me. 
God was talking to me,  
showing me the way 
         When I buried her I  
         hoped everything else  
         would go with it. 

     How so? 

Expect you’re too young to 
remember Sunny Smiles. 
Those little books full of 
photographs of smiling 
children. You donated 



Scene 9 

MARY:(Cont’d)  THERAPIST:(Cont’d)   MICHELLE: (Cont’d) 

a penny or whatever you 
could and you bought the 
smile.  Michelle’s 
adoption was a bit like that. 
But you didn’t just get the 
smile you got the whole  
baby.  
You didn’t buy the baby, 
gracious me no, you 
applied to adopt, by 
looking through the  
photos. They were all 
girls and all Chinese!  

They were all adorable 
little China dolls, so I 
applied – the perfect 
solution.   To go back to my previous  
    question where is Michelle 
    in all of this? 
Why did she have to 
Spoil it all/         Spoil? 
         
Why couldn't she have        
Been a good girl. A  
quiet girl. They told me 
Chinese girls were no 
trouble, did as they  
were told. They made 
perfect daughters. 
She were anything but 
Trust me to get saddled  
with the one contrary child. 
It wasn't supposed to be 
like this –        What was it  
         supposed to be like? 
           
Marriage makes you 
unclean – all that  
fumbling – adoption 
was my reward for 
putting up with all of 



Scene 9 

MARY:(Cont’d)   THERAPIST:(Cont’d)  MICHELLE: (Cont’d) 

that  
Babies don’t remember 
Right from the start she      The smell of rice, I  
defied me clasping her      used to clasp my hands 
hands together and bowing     together and bow. 
like a heathen        
She mocked me. She was 
laughing at me from the 
moment I brought her 
into my home. She 
was even nattering away 
in a language of her own. 

How could she, she was 

supposed to belong to 

me. She -     Michelle – 
Michelle was my  
retirement policy.  
Michelle was going to 
be the dutiful daughter 
who would do everything 
for me. Love me, care for 
me and never leave me. 
I rescued her, I named her,      Adoption was 
I gave her a second chance     supposed to be my   
         second chance at life. 
BLACKOUT 



SCENE TEN 

Chrysanthemum’s:  A fusion Pan-Asian restaurant. Early Peter sits alone in an empty 
restaurant. Michelle enters. 

Peter:     For a moment I thought you weren’t coming. 

Peter leans in to kiss Michelle she turns her cheek to him, it’s an awkward moment. 
They sit. 

MICHELLE:    Have you ordered yet? 

PETER:     I have, hope you don’t mind 

Pause 

MICHELLE:    No, of course I don’t mind. 
     Sorry I’m so late, work kinda took over/ 

PETER:    I get that a lot. The briefs come in and suddenly   
     it’s eight at night. 
Silence 

PETER:     |      /The other day when I/  
         

MICHELLE:|    /I’ve been meaning to say/ 

PETER:    No, you go first. 

MICHELLE:    Thanks. 
     This whole – wedding thing, it’s a bit/ 

PETER: I know exciting isn’t it. So much to cram in and I am 
learning loads, talk about embracing my feminine 
side! Who knew there were so many shades of pink/ 

MICHELLE:    Peter! 

Silence 
     Can you please stop! can we please just stop,  
Beat     It’s - not real/ 

PETER:    I’m here, you’re here - 
       
MICHELLE:    Can you not do that -  



Scene 10 

PETER:    What?  Be charmless  and self-deprocating? 

MICHELLE:    Just shut up! 

Beat 
Please, just listen to me. 

PETER:    One could almost think you were trying to tell me 
     something/ 

MICHELLE:    For christsake Peter!  

Silence 
Thank you. I’m trying to say something, important. I 
just don’t know where, how to, what -  

Beat 

PETER:    Come on Michu it can’t be that bad/ 

MICHELLE flashes a look at PETER 

MICHELLE: We talked about marriage. Suddenly it’s happening. 
You’re booking a honey moon, putting seating plans 
and guest lists in front of me. Your mother’s talking 
about wedding garters and ridiculously over-priced 
Florists with unpronounceable names and I’m a 
bystander. 

PETER: 

Thinking he’s had a light-bulb moment and knows what MICHELLE’s going to say or 
wanting to talk about 

What’s mother done now? One of the few positives of 
being an adoptee, no mother to drive you crazy . . . 

Silence as PETER catches MICHELLE’S expression 

MICHELLE:    You can be such a prick/ 

PETER:    What did I do now! Michu I’m sorry. 
  
Beat What I said about not having a mother, it was really 

insensitive of me. 



Scene 10 

MICHELLE:    Thanks, so generous of you. 

PETER: I’m just so excited! I’m over the moon that you said 
yes. We’re actually going to tie the knot/ 

MICHELLE: About that/ 

PETER:  Hmm,  

MICHELLE: Humour me, Peter 

PETER: Don’t I always. Isn’t that why you fell madly in love 
with me. 

MICHELLE: Remind me, when you got down on one knee and 
proposed to me. When you introduced me to the 
outlaws soon to be the inlaws when you… 

PETER: I did it on when, no it must have been after we– 
I know it was - definitely after the bank holiday and 
before the rugby, but after my first big interview at 
Chambers. 
Now that you mention it -  Why didn’t you say 
something before! I know that these things are so 
important to you women. I’m not proud, I can admit 
when I’ve made a mistake.  I’ll do it now, give me 
the ring,  

PETER looks at MICHELLE’s hand, for the ring 

     Oh. Michu where’s the ring?  
Beat 
     I’m not mad, I’m not cross, it’s insured.  

We can go stroll over to Hatton Garden right now 
and pick up a replacement/ 

MICHELLE: Jesus!  

PETER: Now what! 

MICHELLE: You can’t remember proposing to me Peter, because 
you didn’t.  You assumed that I’d say yes and we’d 



Scene 10 

MICHELLE: (Cont’d)   get married. And I let you, I’m just as guilty as you   
     are -  

PETER:    Interesting choice of word, ‘guilty’  

MICHELLE:    All my life I’ve been looking in from the outside 
     Never fitting in the funny kid that didn’t look like 
     anyone else. Petrified of allowing anyone in but 
     desperate to fit in to be like everyone else – to be 
     the same as everyone else to have history, relatives 

I thought if I went along with the marriage I’d finally 
be accepted, I’d belong  

PETER: But -  

MICHELLE: I don’t belong, never/ 

PETER: Where’s all this coming from? 
     Look Michu, I know it’s been a tough couple of 
 weeks. With the funeral, clearing out the house. I 

promised I’d lend a hand. I’m sorry that I let you 
down, but you know how it is when work calls. You 
knew what you were getting into –  

MICHELLE: No, I didn’t know just as I have no idea about who I 
am. How can I get married, take on another identity 
if I have no idea about myself?  

      
PETER: Michu, we can postpone the wedding. Together we 

can discover who you are -  

MICHELLE: I need to do this alone. Being a transracial adoptee 
even the marriage excuses to hide behind/ 

  
PETER: What are you saying? 

MICHELLE: How can I be sure about anything if I’m not sure 
about myself? 

PETER: Michu, buck up girl, you know exactly who you are! 

MICHELLE: Says the man who can trace his ancestors back to 
ten sixty-six and all that. I can’t pop down to my 
local, parish churchyard and have a peek at the  



Scene 10 

MICHELLE:(Cont’d) family crypt. I don’t have albums full of sepia 
photographs of great aunts, uncles and nephews. 

 I came here as an export. Airmailed and picked up 
like a Christmas present. A China doll. I’ve always 
been the outsider looking in 

Silence 

PETER: I didn’t realise you felt/ 

MICHELLE: You never asked. 

PETER: I had no idea/ 

MICHELLE: Well now you know. 

PETER: So pushing you down the therapy route wasn’t such a 
bad idea. I could see how all this adoption stuff was 
getting on top of you. I know you find it difficult to  

 talk about this so  
  
MICHELLE: So now it’s all your idea, in fact you’re the one who 

saved me. 

PETER: Look, can we stop doing this/ 

MICHELLE: Stop doing, what?  I’m not doing anything. 

PETER:    The anger, the hostility. You had a rough    
     start in life/ 

MICHELLE:    What would you know about rough starts? 

PETER:    That’s below the belt, Michu/ 

MICHELLE: You brought it up Peter/ 

PETER: So now it’s all my fault/ 

MICHELLE: I never said that.  

PETER: I’ve been nothing but supportive. I’ve tried, 



Scene 10 

PETER:(Cont’d) I’ve been patient, sensitive. I admit I don’t fully 
understand, this whole “identity” thing. In my 
opinion it’s over rated.  

MICHELLE: That’s easy for you to say because you’ve never had 
to question your place in this country. How would 
you feel Peter, if you were stripped of all that makes 
you, you. If you’d been isolated, dislocated from 
your family. Linguistically disenfranchised. 
Constantly reminded that you were different from 
everyone else, that you were an outsider, a 
foreigner, “other”.  

PETER: Come on Michu, surely you’re suggesting that I treat 
you like that? 

MICHELLE: There have been moments, Peter 

 “sane.” The complacency of being in the majority, 
for all your connections, your privileges, you are so 
fragile. 

PETER: So now I’m fragile/ 

MICHELLE:  No, I 

PETER: So, I’m not fragile, my head is spinning Michu, make 
up 

 up your sodding mind. 
Beat 

Which is it! 

MICHELLE: You’re fragile, your privileged and your self-centred 
 and all wrapped up in neat white package alright! 
Pause 

 That didn’t come out the way I wanted it to – 

PETER: Oh, I think it came out just fine. 
 So Mother was right you were only really out for the 

dosh/ 



Scene 10 

MICHELLE: Oh please! If you hadn’t noticed my pay packet it 
twice 

 the size of yours, it’s what kept you going for the 
past three years 

PETER: And I am very grateful -   

MICHELLE: You’ve got ancestry but I have cash, you can 
 reassure your mother that I’m not a gold-digger 

PETER: Can we try this again – 

MICHELLE: No Peter, let’s not and pretend that we did 
 I need to find my family/ 

PETER: We - you and me we can make a family 

MICHELLE: We could, that’s not what I mean 

PETER: Michu? 

MICHELLE: I told the therapist this and at the time I’m not sure 
that really believed it but, adoptees live  
their lives backwards -  these life markers, 
partnerships, engagements, starting families, their 
triggers, nudges reminders of what you’ve never 
had, it makes the loss,  the emptiness, deeper, 
darker, bleaker 

MICHELLE gets up and leaves PETER is left alone in an empty restaurant a 
WAITRESS (FEI YEN) brings out the food that he has ordered. 

BLACKOUT 



ACT II 
SCENE ONE 

Projected Title: Chamber of Iron Cycads 

FEI YEN:  Or those who cause discord among family members, 
will be hung on iron trees 

  

BETTY is seated on a white park bench on a white forest of trees – bird song can be 
heard. 

MARY enters and sits down a discreet distance from BETTY 

BETTY: Ee thou still cudnae stop a pig in a ginnel!* 
*Some one who is stupid - (even in a confined space you still couldn’t catch a pig)

MARY: I have no idea to what you are referring/ 

BETTY: Oh, give over, come and sit closer I won’t bite! 

MARY shuffles along the bench a few inches then stops. BETTY stares at MARY.She 
reluctantly slides a bit closer to BETTY but still keeps some air between  
her and Betty. 

Silence 

MARY: Why bother having me/ 

BETTY: What kind of question is that to ask? 

MARY: You kept having miscarriages, birthing dead babies 

Silence 

BETTY: There’s no need for talk like that. 
 That were down right cruel – 

MARY: Why did you have me, Mother? If you weren’t going 
to love and look after me/ 

BETTY: Did you ever want for owt? Did you ever go a 
begging? 

 Did I ever leave thee ont own? W’i out shoes, clothes 
or roof over thee head? 



Scene 1 

MARY: No, I’ll give you that. 

BETTY: Every time I nursed thee, I saw all the others that 
     had gone ‘afore. All that tiny perfection – 
  
MARY: You punished me for living/ 

BETTY: I just ran out of love - for a while/ 

Silence 
  
 The baby came out, warm but silent and  knew. I 

death was cradling my firstborn. 
 After that, every time I was in the family way, I was 

afraid, afraid there might be summit wrong with the 
baby. That I hadn’t love the first one enough or that 
I wouldn’t love the next as a Mother should, but the 
baby came. This perfect little thing. Love and grief 
washing over me in waves and I was so happy, so 
content.  
In them days there were no pills to stop nature 
taking its course. If you were married you had a 
family until your body stopped or your man passed 
on. 

 They came regular as clockwork, some kicked and 
screamed as they entered the world, as if they knew 
their lot in life were going to be hard. Others came 
in only to go out, without even half a breath. 

 Each time, I wor afraid -  
Hardest thing, as if losing a child int hard enough, 
seeing other mothers, carrying their unborn babes  

 Then thee came along – fierce, piercing eyes, never 
settled, always tugging at summit – 

 The babies that came into my arms cold, that were 
bitter life. But the babies that lived and never grew 
to see over my knee –  

 After losing near half a dozen, all my love just 
seemed to be supped from me – 
I kept pondering what had we done to deserve all 
this sadness 

MARY fades into the background and disappears 



SCENE TWO 

BETTY is now seated in the white waiting. Projected on the wall is one of those 
ticket number waiting displays (the type you see in hospitals). FEI YEN walks in  
pacing up and down. BETTY observes FEI YEN for a moment or two. 

BETTY: It won’t make things any better/ 

FEI YEN: Better than doing nothing/ 

BETTY: What ails thee? 

FEI YEN: I – 

BETTY: Who do thee need to make peace with? 

FEI YEN: Are you here for your final meeting? 

BETTY: Give over/ 

FEI YEN: I’m nervous/ 

BETTY: You’re dead, what have thee to be nervous of? 

FEI YEN: You never think of your own death, it’s like looking 
at yourself in a mirror, you’re always selective, 
about what you choose to look at. 

BETTY: True enough it’s a rum do int’it 

FEI YEN: Do you have people grieving for you, waiting – 

BETTY: I supposed to have my final meeting years ago. 
 Time isn’t the same up here is it? 

FEI YEN nods in agreement 

BETTY: She asked me to go visiting. 

FEI YEN: I didn’t want to leave, I got stuck, so she let me 
stay. 

BETTY: I’ve seen all sorts pass through here, some linger, 
some move out pretty sharp, others, well  



Scene 2 

FEI YEN: Sadness is always on the move – 

BETTY: You’re not wrong there -   
 Lost angry, rebellious, unrepentant souls, wander 

around, clinging onto whatever wishing that they 
had gan away and shrived, but they didnae, gnawing 
away at their innards 

FEI YEN: Sadness never stays still 
     My daughter of just five hours, the child I spent  
     the least time with, but she is the one I have    
     never forgotten. In spite of all the children I have 

lost and cried over, children who slipped through the 
world’s embrace and mine. She is the one who clings 
to me still.  

BETTY:    Children should never go afore their parents. I   
     bore, many but only one survived 

FEI YEN:    She was my first and the one that I could not let   
     go of/ 

BETTY: I paid too much mind to the ones that died and nowt 
left for her  

FEI YEN: In giving her life I took away from her all that she 
should have had.at 

BETTY: You did what you thought was best as Mothers are 
wont to do 

FEI YEN: I saw the mountains of refuse, have hidden hands 
and toes breaking through the rot, I didn’t my 
beautiful child to become – 

BETTY: I saw the hatred in our neighbour’s eyes as we ran 
from their torches. I didn’t want my daughter to go 
through that 

The ticket number changes to 888 

FEI YEN: That’s my number 

BETTY: Do you cook? 



Scene 2 

FEI YEN: Yes, you? 

BETTY: Aye 

FEI YEN: Should we meet again I’ll teach you how to make 
 Chinese dumplings 

BETTY: Fair exchange is no robbery - I’ll teach you how to 
make Yorksire pudding -  
Good luck. 

FEI YEN disappears as she walks away. 



SCENE THREE 

Urban green space Michelle sits on a bench day-dreaming. BETTY walks in and sits.  

MICHELLE: I know this place. 
 Harper’s common, the last time I was here/ 

BETTY: You were just shy of my knee-caps 

MICHELLE: Gran? 

BETTY: Aye 

MICHELLE: Have I died? 

BETTY: Give over you soft apath! Has thee died! I don’t 
know what’d happening with folks these days, too 
brass and no common sense. 

Silence 

MICHELLE: I went to your funeral. 

BETTY: And a very nice send of it was ‘an all. 

Beat 
 Wasn't too sure about those round spicey things. 

MICHELLE: Pakoras 
 Shelia made them for you 

BETTY: Who? 

MICHELLE: Shelia, Sanjeet and Julie’s daughter. Two doors down 
from the Hardy’s. Shelia, the colic baby/ 

BETTY: You mean Gita-Rita! 

MICHELLE: Her name’s Shelia, but for some reason you always 
called her Gita and it stuck.  

BETTY: Gita feisty little thing a bit like her Pooh-kor-rahs. 

Silence 



Scene 3 

BETTY: I can’t stay for long, love. I don’t hold with regrets -  
regrets are for those that have wasted time. Sorry I 
couldn’t stay on for a bit longer –  

MICHELLE: Makes two of us. 

Silence as BETTY and MICHELLE enjoy the “view” and listen to the birds 

BETTY: I never settled on how to talk to me ayne daughter. 

Pause 
 Awkward, not natural, skew-whiff – then along 

comes thee – this funny little thing, I were capt* 
*Capt – surprised 

 Two of us were like butter over crumpets 
BETTY  

giggles 

MICHELLE: Death hasn’t change you at all Gran. 

BETTY: Why would it, in’t more likely to make you make 
more of who you are? 

MICHELLE: So, people do “go on,” after they’ve – 

BETTY: Some folks keep t’band in nick* others dinnie  
*keep t’band in nick means to keep going 

BETTY touches the side of her temple 

 It’s comforting to watch folk, tae see you grow – ee 
it’s all ‘oot there in’t it. Glad to see thee letting 
things go. I knows it can’t have been simple for 
thee. But look at thee sen! Popular, successful with 
thee ayne place. 

 Human being’s were a rum lot. 
Flocking together huddling for comfort with what we 
know, we think it keeps us safe – 

 Well it doesnae  
I wor brought up with deep roots and a faith that 



Scene 3 

BETTY:(Cont’d)   ran through me like Blackpool in a stick of rock 
     You’ ve had to grow up backwards  -      
     eventually you’ll find your roots –  
     My Mary -  

My Mary, the type of roots she pined for -  
Even children born into a family can be orphans w’i 
in themselves -  
Non of us are perfect all flawed, all striving  -  

MICHELLE:    Gran I’m so tired of striving for once I’d just like  
     to be and not have people metaphorically poking  
     and prodding me. 

BETTY:    I know wee hen, I know. 

BETTY melts away and MICHELLE is left alone sitting on a bench. 

MICHELLE:    Gran? 



SCENE FOUR 

Projected title appears: TAKING TEA IN HELL  

THE WOMAN:   Once ZHUANG-LUN-WANG has decided your fate, along   
    comes MENG-PO with her Tea of Forgetfulness. One sip   
    and you lose all memory of your previous life. You also   
    forget your time in Hell, which means you are free to   
    make the same mistakes all over again in your next life.

FEI YEN:   Taking into account your crimes and repentance,    
    ZHUANG-LUN-WANG, ruler of the 10th and final court of   
    hell, will decide what form your next incarnation will   
    take.  

The white waiting room. But this time it is populated with more items, tables, 
magazines, books, leaflets, lamps (all white). FEI YEN sits on her own staring at the 
tea lost in her own thoughts. MARY too, sits alone lost in her own thoughts. Shadows 
come and go indicating the passage of time and the flow of souls. 

FEI YEN:   There are so many platitudes about good Mothers, being  
    a bad Mother -  

MARY:    Sons are three times more trouble than daughters, 
    that’s what they told me -  

FEI YEN:   Why would anyone want to immortalise being a bad    
    Mother? 

MARY:    I was cheated. Chinese girls made the perfect     
    daughters. 

FEI YEN:   Girls were always looked upon as a disappointment 

MARY:    My daughter gave me back nothing - 

FEI YEN:   My husband was a dutiful son and a loving     
    husband, but he was also very progressive for the time - 



Scene 4     

MARY:    I knew my parents’ had, had a harsh life - 

FEI YEN:   We were forced into scavenging, like so many -  

MARY:    They’d moved suddenly from Glasgow to the West Riding 
    in Yorkshire - they worked hard. 

FEI YEN: We would come across discarded daughters. Girls that had 
been dumped, left to rot in the stinking refuse. Bundles, 
limbs poking out. Some of  the bundles were still alive, the 
exposed limbs reaching out, hands searching for phantom 
breasts.  

MARY:    They did the best with that they had -  

FEI YEN:   Underneath the river bridges, still born babies from    
    local hospitals - medical waste rot side by side by   
    the those that had been thrown away. I felt the life    
    growing within me. I vowed that I would not allow my   
    baby to become one of those bloated, abandoned pieces   
    of festering flesh.  

MARY:    My daughter was supposed to be everything that I wasn’t  
  

FEI YEN: A week before my time, my husband rushes home he’s 
crying, cradling a red package. He places it on the floor, 
unwraps it. A baby girl. The cord still attached to the 
placenta. She was blue and her throat had been cut. But 
some how she was clinging onto life.  
We tried, we held her for what seemed like an age, until 
finally she let go.  
We say that raising daughters is watering another man’s 
garden,  
that daughters are thieves. Women are referred to as 
maggots in the rice. Back home the city was filled with  



Scene 4 

FEI YEN: (Cont’d) wagons making rounds in the dark. Collecting the corpses 
of unwanted daughters. Soundlessly drowned as mothers 
gave birth into buckets of water.  

MARY:    My mother spent all her time and energy     
    mourning her dead children, when she should have been   
    loving me. I wasn’t going to be a Mother like that.    
             I was going to love and cherish my -  

FEI YEN:   My daughter will survive I would make sure of that/ 

MARY:    I will love my daughter like no other/ 

Pause 

FEI YEN:   As small as she was my daughter still had all her vital   
    organs . . . as I placed her on that stairwell, I     
    thought she'd be going to a better life a better home -  

MARY:    When we applied to the court for the adoption order, I   
    never thought it would be so hard. You take a baby, they   
    know nothing. Easy. A mother is a mother after all, isn't   
    she?  

FEI YEN: Outside it's noisy, inside I'm empty.  
Two failures, like two lost twins. They talk much but arrive 
nowhere.  
I might as well be climbing a tree to catch a fish!  

MARY:    What is this place/ 

FEI YEN:   Hell! 

MARY: Hell is hot, dark and full of brimstone . . .I can’t be dead - 
Hell isn’t an empty, white waiting room/ 

FEI YEN:   This hell is! 



SCENE FIVE 

The white waiting room. MICHELLE sits on a white couch, the room has acquired even 
more furnishings and artefacts.  
BETTY appears and sits next to MICHELLE.  
Shadows come and go indicating the passage of time and the flow of souls. 

MICHELLE:   Gran! 

They hug 

    Don’t see you for ages and then - 
    What is this place? 

BETTY:   It’s not peace hall that’s for sure -     

MICHELLE:   What’s wrong, Gran? 

BETTY: Whist! Why does anything have to be wrong? I don’t have 
much time, but I bumped into  
someone that I think you should meet -  

FEI YEN appears 

BETTY:   Say hello to Fei Yen, we’ve not long known each other,   
    but we’re kindred spirits you might say. 
    Fei Yen, meet my granddaughter, Michelle. 

Silence 

MICHELLE:   Hello. 

FEI YEN:   N éih hóu (Cantonese)  

MICHELLE:   Sorry I don’t speak Cantonese/ 

FEI YEN:    But you understood what I said/ 



Scene 5 

MICHELLE:   M sic Teng (I don’t hear) 

FEI YEN:    (Disappointed) Oh that’s a shame 

MICHELLE:   I’ve never really thought about it. 

BETTY:     

To FEI YEN    Oh give over and get on w’i it - 

FEI YEN: 

Slightly rattled I had a daughter - she would have been your age/ I lost her  

MICHELLE:  I’m sorry - can’t imagine what it must be like to lose a 
child. How old was she when you - 

FEI YEN:   Just three days old. 

MICHELLE:   That’s awful.  

Betty coughs   You alright Gran? 

BETTY:   Champion just got summit stuck in me throat 

Nudges FEI YEN in the ribs 

FEI YEN:   There is so much I wish I could say to my daughter- 

MICHELLE:   I can imagine 

Awkward     

FEI YEN:   I like to think that she would have grown up to be    
    similar to you.  

BETTY:   She’s a child to be proud of  



Scene 5 

MICHELLE:    Gran/ 

BETTY:    I speak as I find. 

Silence 

FEI YEN: 

To MICHELLE 

    Could I ask something of you 

Pause 

MICHELLE:    
Senses the difficulty looks at BETTY, BETTY shrugs 

    What do you want me to do? 

FEI YEN:   Nothing - just listen 

MICHELLE: 

Relieved    I can do that. 

FEI YEN: I want to tell my daughter that loosing her altered my very 
being, forever. I wanted only to protect her. To love  her 
and give her the beautiful life she deserved. She has to 
know how much I loved her. How much I will always love 
her. I want her to know, that if I could change that/ I lost a 
part of myself. I can cope with that loss, just. It is the one 
absolute truth of my life. I carry you here (touches her 
heart) always. I lost my daughter, I lost the light in my soul. 
Hong Kong was full of ghosts, day or night they 
were there. I was afraid that one day the reflection I’d see 
in my tea cup wouldn’t be mine. There was little work and 
even less food - I thought I could start again. Build a new 
family, Which I did - but … The family that I almost had,  
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FEI YEN: haunts me still. I wanted to see the woman my daughter 
had grown up to be 

MICHELLE:    Should I know you? Have we met somewhere? 

Silence - a breath 

FEI YEN:   Perhaps I just have one of those faces -  

MICHELLE:    I think your daughter would have been very happy to   
    know that you still think of her and I am sure she would   
    have grown up to be a woman you would have been    
    proud of  

FEI YEN nods and turns to leave.  

FEI YEN:   I was fifty percent responsible for conception, one    
    hundred percent responsible for delivering my daughter   
    and for a short time nurturing her. But I never had    
    responsibility for raising her. I realise now, she was on   
    her own from day one -  for that I am truly sorry - I    
    never stopped thinking about her 

FEI YEN walks away  

BETTY:    Slow down! You’re going my way I’ll keep you company. 

Talking together as they leave 

BETTY:    Why didn’t you come clean - just tell the truth? 

FEI YEN:   Whose truth? 

BETTY:   Fair dos say no more -  You any good at schooling? 

FEI YEN: 

Puzzled.  
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FEI YEN: (Cont’d)  Do you mean teaching.? 

BETTY:   Aye. Always fancied learning how to cook Chinese food 

FEI YEN:   Only one way to find out … 

BETTY and FEI YEN fade away leaving MICHELLE alone in the white waiting. Over a 
tannoy we hear MARY’s voice 

MARY:     How dare you talk to your Mother like that! Just    
    because I didn’t squeeze you out! Doesn’t give you the   
    right to take away my motherhood.  

The sound of a face being slapped. MICHELLE raises her hand to her cheek. 

MICHELLE:    I was only six.  I just wanted to know what adoption    
    meant. 

MARY materialises 

MARY:    Who fed, clothed, named, homed and rescued you from   
    the squalor and dirt of Hong Kong?  
 
MICHELLE:   How am I supposed to -    

The WOMAN enters  

WOMAN:   You’re not very bright are you? 

MICHELLE:   What? 

WOMAN:   They way they’ve been talking about you, upstairs -  
    Not at all what I was expecting -  

MICHELLE:   Are you always this rude? 

WOMAN:   You say rude, I prefer - insightful   
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MICHELLE:   None of this is real/ 

WOMAN:   No who’s being rude! 

MICHELLE:   It’s all a dream/ 

WOMAN:   Who says it’s a dream/ 

MICHELLE:   It’ll give me something new to talk about with the    
    therapist    

The woman starts to “tidy “ up. She sits down on the couch and pats the seat next to 
her. MICHELLE cautiously takes a seat 

WOMAN:    When you were born, your mother so was so taken by   
    your black hair/ 

MICHELLE:   How do you know this? Who are you? Do you know my   
    mother -  you’re not my mother are you/ 

WOMAN:   Don’t be preposterous! 

MICHELLE:   I will wake up and the day will begin as normal.    
    My  life, the circumstances of my abandonment will still   
    be there, nothing will have changed, the loss will    
    remain . . .  

WOMAN:   Your mother  couldn’t bear to look away.  She forced   
    herself to let other people hold you, if only to spread   
    the joy that seeped from your pores into hers.  

MICHELLE:   You cannot know this/ 

WOMAN:   As you grew from helpless infant, to an ‘I can do    
    toddler’, into an independent treasure, she often held   
    her breath, yearning to look into your eyes, to see the  
    possibilities -  
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MICHELLE:   This is “forever family” fantasy 

WOMAN:    To your mother it was hope and magic.      
    The kind of magic that your mother would have bottled   
    to sprinkle over you as you slept each night. 

MICHELLE:    It’s a lovely, foolish, naive dream/ 

WOMAN:   You can’t put a price on that kind of faith    

MICHELLE:   You can put a price on anything if the number is right – 

WOMAN:   What have you always said you wanted most in your life? 

Pause  

MICHELLE:   To see my Mother 

Beat 

MICHELLE:   Why didn’t she say anything/ 

WOMAN:   Why didn’t you? 

MICHELLE:   I sort of knew . . .  I don’t know 

WOMAN:   For someone who is so bright, you really are stupid.    

MICHELLE:   Now who’s being rude -  

WOMAN:   Far be it for me to tell you what to do/ 

MICHELLE:    But you’re going to anyway/ 

WOMAN:   No -  

MICHELLE:   Really -  
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WOMAN:   No I don’t offer advice is fraught with danger. 
    People seldom want advice even if they ask for it.   

MICHELLE:   This is - here I am  stuck somewhere that isn’t real  -  

WOMAN:   Reality can be so over rated don’t you think?  
 
Sighs    What have yearned for, was sat here, where I am. Close   
    enough for you to touch. All you had to do was reach out/    

MICHELLE:   Easy for you to say. 

WOMAN:   Possibly - you should have/ 

MICHELLE:   What - why?  To be sure that being adopted is to be a   
    stranger to yourself, even your own Mother? To be utterly   
    alone, ungreeted, always with an empty heart, wanting   
    to know and love someone that is faceless  

WOMAN:   But the face was right in front of you -  

MICHELLE:   Longing for an embrace that will fill you, crying for    
    someone who will never dry your tears and always    
    searching for a place to call home - 

Looking at her surroundings  

                                       This isn’t “home” this is something else, this is                              
   undiluted pain, this is/ 

WOMAN:   Hell - sometimes knowledge extracts a high price 

MICHELLE:    

Pause  
The look on her face, the pain - I can’t take it away. I’m 
not the baby she remembers. I’m this flawed person that’s  
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MICHELLE: (Cont’d) fallen in between her memories. Someone that she’s never 
met walking around in her daughter’s skin. 

 The white waiting room dissolves transforming into a court room  



ACT II 

SCENE FIVE 

MICHELLE sits in a white court room FEI YEN stands in the dock. MARY CARTER and 
PETER are also present. MARY CARTER is dressed as barrister in gown and wig. PETER 
as a high court JUDGE.   

VOICE/OS:   All rise for the honourable Judge.  

JUDGE:   

Addressing the audience  

    It is for you, the jury to decide whether the evidence   
    you hear proves the defendant's guilt. It is your job to   
    consider the evidence, not the law. 

PROSECUTION:  If it please you M’ lord, I am Mary Carter, I appear on   
    behalf of the prosecution in this case. I call Mrs FEI YEN   
    to the stand 

FEI YEN stands 

FEI YEN:    

Raises her hand  

    I do solemnly, sincerely and truly declare and     
    affirm that the evidence I shall give shall be the    
    truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth.   

PROSECUTION:  You are accused of wilfully and with malice a     
    forethought, abandoning your baby. 

FEI YEN:   That’s not/ It sounds so callous. It wasn’t like that/  

PROSECUTION:  Please explain to the court, exactly what it was like 
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Silence   

FEI YEN:   No Mother plans to give up her child! 

PROSECUTION:  And yet you, a first time Mother abandoned your baby of   
    two, three hours on a public stairwell! 

FEI YEN:   To be a Mother is to love unconditionally/ 

PROSECUTION:  I ask again did you or did you not abandon your baby  

FEI YEN:   I left her because I loved her so deeply/ 

PROSECUTION:  Your actions say otherwise.      

Silence 

MICHELLE:   Talking about badgering the defendant 

JUDGE:      

Banging a gavel 

    Silence. One more outburst and I will clear the public   
    from my court.   

To FEI YEN 

    Do you understand Mrs Yen where you are? 

FEI YEN   Yes/ 

Pause 

    A Mother does what must be done, always puts her child  
    first/    



Scene 5 

PROSECUTION:  Noble sentiments, explain please how leaving your    
    daughter on a public stairwell, should not be seen as an   
    act of abandonment? 

Pause - FEI YEN seems over whelmed by the environment, the occasion  

    Did you or did you not abandon your own flesh and    
    blood? 

 Silence    

PROSECUTION:  Answer the question, did you or did you not/ 

FEI YEN:   What Mother could ever leave their daughter/  

JUDGE:   This hearing is to determine whether the accused be   
    sent before Queen Xue or sent back to receive a further   
    judgement from Queen Jiang  hurry it along  we maybe   
    immortal but out patience is it infinite.  

PROSECUTION:  Thank you M’Lord duly noted. I call Ms Carter-Chung 

MICHELLE stands and makes her way forward towards the judge, prosecution and the 
accused. 

    Ms Carter-Chung/ 

MICHELLE:   It’s Ms Chung.    

PROSECUTION:  Ms Chung. You are not on trial, but you are under oath.   
    Please tell the court who you are and what your    
    relationship is to the accused. 

MICHELLE:   My name is Michelle Chung, formerly Michelle Carter,   
    before that Chung Yat-San. As for this woman, I have no   
    idea who she is. I have no relationship with this woman 

MICHELLE:   Sorry –  



Scene 5 

PROSECUTION:  No need Ms Chung. Why so many names? 

MICHELLE:   I was left-abandoned on a public stairwell in    
    in Kowloon. As a child I was told that my mother, my    
    birth-mother hadn’t wanted me - ah -The orphanage,   
    the home for Foundlings, gave me a name - a Chinese   
    name and then promptly put me up for adoption. The   
    family that adopted me changed my name to an English   
    one - sorry I’m rambling  

PROSECUTION:  How long were you a resident in the home? 

MICHELLE:   Eleven months, give or take. 

PROSECUTION:  Did no relatives come forward and claim? 

Pause 

MICHELLE:   No    

PROSECUTION:  Ms Chung? 

MICHELLE:   I was adopted by a white family in      
    England,  I grew up in 60s Britain -  standing out  
    like a sore thumb. They had no experience, no    
    knowledge of China. They hadn’t even stepped    
    outside of Great Britain/      

PROSECUTION:  Would you have preferred to stay in Hong     
    Kong, in an orphanage? 

MICHELLE:   Yes. 

PROSECUTION:  Your real name is Yen. Yen Yat-San 

MICHELLE:   What are you/       

Pause 



Scene 5      

PROSECUTION:  Is it fair to say Ms Chung, you did not      
    receive the childhood, that you hoped for? 

MICHELLE:   It was of it’s time -  I don’t know what you want me to   
    say -  

PROSECUTION:  I don’t want you to say anything 

MICHELLE:   I’ve always known that I wasn’t wanted or     
    needed/ 

FEI YEN:   That could not be further from the truth/ 

PROSECUTION:  Mrs Yen! 

MICHELLE:  Adoption is a silent life in parallel. Being an adoptee is 
playing a living lottery. Some children win, others don’t  

PROSECUTION:  Would you have preferred to remain in the orphanage? 

MICHELLE:   Yes 

FEI YEN:    No/ 

PROSECUTION:  You would rather have been an orphan, forfeited the   
    comfortable, secure, well provided for life, in a free   
    country/ 

MICHELLE:   I don’t know one blood relative. Everything I should    
    have had, was taken away from me, I was lied to/    
    Adoption turned me into an outcast, a cultural    
    Frankenstein 

PROSECUTION:  You sure you do not recognise this woman? 

MICHELLE:   No. I’ve never seen this women before - what has/ I    
    don’t see what any of this has to do with her,   

FEI YEN:   This is not only cruel, but unfair/ 



Scene 5 

PROSECUTION:  Was it “fair” when you abandoned your baby/ 

FEI YEN:   I abandoned her so that she might be found/ 

PROSECUTION:  So you admit that you abandoned your child/ 

FEI YEN: Screams 
Yes! I abandoned my child  

Beat 

    She is my blood. I course through her veins as she    
    courses through mine. I had no choice/ 

PROSECUTION:  Everyone has a choice.  

FEI YEN:   If I kept my baby she dies. If I leave      
    her to be found she lives/ 

PROSECUTION:  In acting to keep her alive, if we accept your version of   
    events/ 

JUDGE    Mrs Carter it is not for you to pass judgement 

PROSECUTION:  M’Lord. Mrs Yen, what did you expect would happen    
    when you abandoned your child/ 

FEI YEN:   I left her in a place where she would be found.    
    So someone would take her to an orphanage, she   
    would be fed, clothed, housed all the things we could   
    not do. 

PROSECUTION:  You must have had some inkling of what might happen/ 

FEI YEN:   Yes but/ 

PROSECUTION:   You achieved your goal. Your daughter was found,    
    looked after at no cost to you - you walked away/ 
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FEI YEN:   I never/I didn’t think that they would fly/    
    I thought one day I/       

PROSECUTION:  Be reunited! Come now Mrs Yen/ 

FEI YEN:   I hoped/ 

PROSECUTION:  So having learnt, your child had been adopted,  flown   
    to the other side of the globe, you did what? 

FEI YEN:   I cried -  

PROSECUTION:  And? 

FEI YEN:   What you are asking? 

PROSECUTION:  You profess to love this child. So other      
    than cry, what practical steps did you take? 

Without allowing FEI YEN to respond the PROSECUTION continues the cross 
examination 

PROSECUTION:  It is a simple enough question Mrs Yen. You either took   
    action or you did nothing? Which is it? 

FEI YEN:    I never stopped thinking about you. I carried you here 

Indicates her heart 

    I was young and weak/ 

PROSECUTION:  For the final time, did you or did you not search for your   
    child? 

FEI YEN:   Can you ever forgive me? 

PROSECUTION:  Did you make any attempt to find your child. 

FEI YEN:   Forgive me!  
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To MICHELLE     

MICHELLE:   For what? I don’t know you/ 

FEI YEN:   You are my burden, I have carried you, here.  

Touches her heart 

    an unused muscle, my missing heart beat/ 

PROSECUTION:  Very poetic Mrs Yen, the moment you walked away from   
    your crying baby/ 

FEI YEN:   Stop it! 

PROSECUTION:   Discarding your child, like some unwanted rag,    
    absenting yourself from your motherly duties! 

FEI YEN:    I thought she would safe and happy/ 

PROSECUTION:  Ladies and gentlemen of the jury!/     

MICHELLE:   Are you saying this woman is my mother?  

FEI YEN:   Yes! My heart and soul/ 

MICHELLE:   This is beyond weird/     

FEI YEN:   I hoped/ 

PROSECUTION:   Mrs Yen/ M’Lord this is highly unconventional/ 

JUDGE:   I will allow it. Mrs Yen, continue. 

FEI YEN:   I just wanted to see you/  

MICHELLE:   Why now? Why couldn’t you have shown up when I was a  
    child, when I needed you? 
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FEI YEN:   I don’t think it works like that … 

MICHELLE:   How does it “work”? 

FEI YEN:   When I was living, I had my own children/ 

MICHELLE:   “Your own children”? What the hell does that make me? 

FEI YEN:   I didn’t mean/ 

MICHELLE:   When I needed you the most, when I cried for a mother   
    that I couldn’t remember, but hoped was still there,    
    when I was desperate to hold onto someone -  

Silence 

PROSECUTION:  Ladies and gentlemen of the jury - what more damming   
    evidence could we have put forward. Am I sure, like me   
    you are curious to hear what possible defence the    
    accused could offer - Mrs Yen? 

FEI YEN:   I tortured myself over and over/ 

PROSECUTION:  Forgive Mrs Yen if we don’t all burst into tears of    
    sympathy. It was your choice, your decision/ 

FEI YEN:   Which has haunted my very existence. Every breathing   
    child a torturous joy embittered by my loss/ 

PROSECUTION:  A loss you brought upon by your selfish act How long/ 

FEI YEN:   Have I been dead? To be honest I can no longer    
    remember.  

JUDGE:   Glad to hear that the system works. Proceed. 

FEI YEN:   Time has a way of bending, of being just out of    
    sight, just over the hill, round that next bend - As  
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FEI YEN:   children we are taught that new hells, with new    
    punishments are created to mirror the world as it   
    changed. There is a City of Innocent Deaths, there I    
    hope I will find my other lost children/ 

MICHELLE:   How many children did you lose? 

FEI YEN:   No more than most families/ 

PROSECUTION:  How many children did you have Mrs Yen? 

FEI YEN:   How many of my children survived? How many children   
    were in my daugh/ her family? 

PROSECUTION:  Two including Michelle. 

MICHELLE:   Yes, me and a brother, my adoptive mother’s son/ 

FEI YEN:   That’s not a family, that’s an excuse. I’m in a hell of my   
    own making /  

MICHELLE:   Maybe my adoptive mother is in a hell of her own    
    making too -  

FEI YEN:   You shouldn’t make fun, death is no laughing matter. 

MICHELLE:   In the West death can be very comical 

FEI YEN:   I’ve discovered that many things in the West are    
   comical for instance I’m considered “comical.” People   
   like me make others laugh. Why are we the mirth    
   makers? Is it our fine wrinkles, our short stature, the   
   way we speak English? It’s not a generous laughter. It   
   skulks in the shadows, it comes out only in the darkness   
   of cold thoughts.  

Pause  
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FEI YEN:(Cont;’d)  I would have clung to you, I would have tried - life  through 
   my fingers again and again and again. So many brothers and 
   sisters that were never fully born. At      
   first, I was the women who revealed her age, I was too   
   young to have anything to loose. The years wrapped    
   themselves around my body, I became the woman who   
   stopped talking about age. I became too old to have    
   anything to gain/ 

PROSECUTION:  Mrs. Yen if you truly loved your daughter why didn’t you   
    put yourself on a plane and search for her? 

FEI YEN:   I didn’t have that type of money/ 

PROSECUTION:  You profess that you would have done anything, yet your   
    actions suggest otherwise. 
    Michelle wasn’t rich but that is exactly what she did. 

FEI YEN:   You came to Hong Kong? 

PROSECUTION:  You may answer. 

MICHELLE:   I did, didn’t find you – obviously. Just piles of rubble,   
    broken bamboo scaffolding and burnt records. 

PROSECUTION:  The daughter you abandoned flew five thousand, nine   
    hundred and ninety-eight miles to search for a stranger. 

PROSECUTION:  What did you do Mrs. Yen? 

FEI YEN:   I’m here now - in manner of speaking 

(She breaks down) 

    We could have passed each other - out footsteps could   
    have kissed and I wouldn’t have known 

MICHELLE:    Who’s haunting who now? 
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JUDGE:   Death is not some disembodied experience, Ms Chung,   
    we do not as a general rule float about or moan.    
    Continue. 

FEI YEN:   If I didn’t know that I was dead, I might almost think I   
    was alive, some do, like your adoptive Mother. 

PROSECUTION:  It can take a while for some people to adjust. Then    
    there are those who refuse to accept, it never ends well   
    for them - which one are you Mrs Yen? 

FEI YEN:   It’s part of my penance embracing my mistake - not that   
    you were a mistake. 

PROSECUTION:  You should never have left your daughter. What kind of   
    mother abandons her own baby? 

FEI YEN:   A young, impoverished, weak-willed and hopeless    
    mother 

PROSECUTION:  Lack of will and moral strength are not mitigating/ 

FEI YEN:   Wiithout hope there is no future. I saw no future, only   
    black bags of rotting human refuse/ 

PROSECUTION:  All very dramatic/ 

FEI YEN:   You are all the same/ 

PROSECUTION:  Be very careful what you say Mrs Yen! 

FEI YEN:   What can you do to me that I have not already    
    had to endure? What punishment can this court inflict   
    upon me, that I have not already helped upon myself   
    In hell everyone is everyone is equal/ 

PROSECUTION:  You left a poor defenceless child in a cold unforgiving   
    world.  
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FEI YEN:   I left her where I knew she would be found/ 

PROSECUTION:  Are you a God now Mrs. Yen? 

FEI YEN:   No/ 

PROSECUTION:  Are you gifted with foresight ? 

FEI YEN:   No I/ 

PROSECUTION:  Do consider yourself to be a good mother? 

FEI YEN:   I’m not sure what you’re asking/ 

PROSECUTION:  Come, come Mrs. Yen! 

FEI YEN:   I am a good mother/ 

PROSECUTION:  This from the woman who abandons her child! With not   
    a second thought. You relinquished your child, you left   
    her, actions speak louder that words, it cannot be more   
    clear cut than/ 

FEI YEN:   You have to look beyond/ 

PROSECUTION:  Why Mrs Yen? The jury takes into account     
     facts/ 

FEI YEN:   Facts do not paint a complete picture, there     
    is light and shade/ 

PROSECUTION:  This is not art, this is real life/ 

FEI YEN:   Real life is not black or white, it is grey, it is smudged   
    the edges bleed and fray - do you think that any mother   
    would willingly leave her own child, would walk away -   
    life is about so many more things than inane happiness,   
    it’s dirty, capricious, spiteful. It lashes you when you   
    lack the where-with-all, when the roof that covers your  
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FEI YEN:(Cont’d)  head is non-existent, when the food you provide is little   
    more than the dust beneath your feet -  should I then   
    have been selfish and kept my child with me only so    
    that she could die in poverty? 

PROSECUTION:  ladies and gentlemen of the jury. Mrs. Yen’s tale of    
    poverty is indeed sad. But it can never negate her    
    actions whatever that might be motivation might be. 

PROSECUTION:   

Points at FEI YEN  
 
    this reluctant Mother who ultimately bear the full    
    burden of the suffering she inflicted upon her own flesh   
    and blood, by abandoning her. What did she think    
    would happen to this innocent, helpless life? 

FEI YEN:   If I had known that she would have been sent so far/ 

PROSECUTION:  You would have what? Not abandoned your child? You’ve   
    stated already that this child was doomed to die? 

FEI YEN bows her head 

What you did Mrs Yen is tantamount to selling your    
   child. Ladies and gentlemen of the jury although this   
   woman received no physical payment, what did she    
   gain? A life free of responsibilities, to go on and to have a   
   full and happy life with a husband and children which she   
   kept. But her first born was not so fortunate.  

Mrs. Yen would have us blame the poor unsuspecting 
adoptive mother. A woman who throws open her home to a 
stranger? She should be canonised not demonised. 



Scene 5 

JUDGE:   Ladies and gentlemen of the jury I the court thanks you   
    for your service. I will now retire and consider the case   
    before passing my final judgement 

    



 EPILOGUE 

FEI CHEN sits alone in the white room - waiting. FEI YEN gets up and walks towards 
the audience - she speaks to the directly. 

FEI YEN:   So here we are again. The beginning is the end and the   
    end is beginning - only it isn’t, is it. We change from    
    moment to moment. The person we wake up to be is not   
    the same one that places their head on the pillow - it’s   
    subtle but we are in constant flux - listen to me    
    prattling on. You came for a story and I hope you got   
    one. My story.  

Pause 

    I would ask you how you voted  

THE WOMAN enters watches FEI YEN for a moment then goes about her business and 
exits. 

    I’m not allowed, it’s against their rules. We put mothers   
    upon such high pedestals don’t you think? Every female   
    is maternal and fertile. When a woman can’t have a    
    child she looses the right to call herself a woman in the   
    eyes of many. When a woman has no maternal instincts   
    she is hysterical, mentally unstable.  

THE WOMEN walks MICHELLE into the waiting room they stand and observe 

    Each family has its own difficult scripture, Why should I   
    be different? The circumstances of my child’s     
    relinquishment, her leaving Hong Kong, I can’t change  
    that. I lost the light in my soul 



Epilogue 

The LADY hands FEI YEN the portal cooking gear we saw her with at the beginning of 
the piece  

MICHELLE:   I have lived a silent life in parallel, my destiny    
    unknown . . .  

FEI YEN:   For the journey - 

FEI YEN walks through the auditorium offering audience members dumplings 

    I have lived a bitter melon life, longing for a child    
    that was lost to me -  

MICHELLE:   Being adopted is like peeling away layers of an onion.  

FEI YEN:    Hong Kong was filled with ghosts, day and night my dead   
    children walked with me, but the ghost that tormented,   
    haunted me the most, the child I left,  

MICHELLE:   I would move through life wonderfully well, then all of   
    a sudden, I’d hit a new layer of loss, of pain, of - 

FEI YEN:   I thought I could start again . . . Build a new family.    

MICHELLE: It takes time to absorb the meaning of your own 
abandonment, the loss of your identity evolves slowly over 
time. I wish I’d been left in that orphanage. I am without 
identity – well an identity that people accept. I am 
voiceless, homeless - soulless - I often think about my birth 
mother and what it would be like to meet her. It would be 
nice to have  just once touched the face of my mother – 

FEI YEN looks at MICHELLE 

FEI YEN:   The daughter that I almost had, haunts me     
    even in my death.  



Epilogue 

THE WOMEN is about to usher MICHELLE out –  

MICHELLE:   What will happen to Mrs. Yen? 

THE WOMAN:   Even if I knew, I’m not at liberty to say. Say you   
    goodbye if you wish. You have two minutes. 

MICHELLE:   I don’t -/ 
     

FEI YEN:   I feel in love with you the moment I held you. You were   
    mind for only three days, but the life you would have   
    had with me, that wasn’t living it/ 

You are my heart and soul, if I have managed only    
 one thing, it is to see the woman that you have become. 

MICHELLE:   Thank you - I think. Goodbye - Fei Yen 

THE WOMAN ushers MICHELLE out. 

FEI YEN:   You came for a story and I think it’s fair to say that’s    
   what you got. I’ve never cared much for people handing  

     out advice. Invariably they are strangers who know nothing. 
   Remember, family is one of nature's masterpieces. 

    Judge me kindly. If you think on me, do so with gentleness. 

THE END


